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Introduction

Nowadays enzymes comprise over one-third of distinct drug targets found within

the portfolios of large pharmaceutical companies [1], thereby emphasizing the rel-

evance of target-based drug approach. This strategy is focused on the discovery of

drugs, which significantly affect certain key proteins involved in disease condition.

Numerous techniques of diverse scientific fields are applied to derive insight into

possibilities to modulate pathology-linked targets or their expression levels with

the goal of translating in vitro data to a clinical disease setting.

Since the discovery over 80 years ago [2], carbonic anhydrases (CAs) have

been found as widespread enzymes in nature and have been involved in diverse

research areas from basic enzymology to clinical medicine. There are twelve cat-

alytically active human CA isoforms. They significantly contribute to the cellular

pH homeostasis via catalysis of the reversible CO2 hydration to HCO–
3 with the

release of a proton. This reaction is substantial for many physiological processes

and therefore the abnormal levels or activities of CAs have been implicated in

many diseases, including glaucoma, epilepsy, obesity, and cancer. The design of

compounds exhibiting both great affinity and high CA isoform-selectivity has been

a major focus of attention over decades for the specific disease treatment without

causing side effects due to off-target CA modulation. However, it is a complicated

task because of the high structural homology between human CA isoforms.

The in vitro evaluation of compound effect on mammalian proteins, includ-

ing human CAs, can be performed by diverse assays, which employ the isolated

recombinant protein. These studies significantly contribute to the identification

of lead compounds with adequate efficacy against the biological target, leading

to further preclinical and clinical development. Therefore, it is fundamentally

important to ensure that the recombinant protein would properly represent its

corresponding endogenous native target. Only if this condition is fulfilled, the

therapeutic benefit for patients can be obtained during later clinical investigation.

Interestingly, CA VI can be purified from bacteria Escherichia coli and human

saliva, allowing the comparison of inhibitor binding to both recombinant CA VI

and endogenous native CA VI produced from human saliva (indicated as native

CA VI in this thesis).

Among a broad spectrum of CA-linked pathologies, CA IX has been associ-
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Introduction

ated with the cancer progression because of the increased expression levels under

hypoxic conditions in cell line dependent manner. The most successful strate-

gies of modulating CA IX catalytic activity to date include the application of

sulfonamide-based compounds. Even though a vast collection of CA IX inhibitors

has been reported, only a handful of sulfonamide derivatives have progressed to

clinical trials with unfavorable or unavailable results so far. Thus, the design of

different, more efficient CA IX-targeting compounds and the clinical benefit of

CA IX inhibitors to patients remain important issues to be investigated.

The most common method to evaluate interactions between CAs and inhibitors

is the stopped-flow CO2 hydration assay. However, this technique has several limi-

tations, such as the largely unknown concentration of CO2 and the inability to de-

termine inhibition constant below several nM [3]. Therefore, biophysical methods,

including the fluorescent thermal shift assay and isothermal titration calorimetry,

have become promising alternatives to measure observed binding parameters and

calculate intrinsic affinity of compound according to them. Only intrinsic pro-

files subtract the linked protonation events occurring upon the binding reaction of

CA and inhibitor and thereby provide important information about the molecular

recognition for the design of compounds with desired affinity properties.

The combination of data obtained from enzymatic inhibition or biophysical

binding methods with results from biological assays significantly strengthens the

conclusions of compound structure-activity relationships and thus is important

for the drug discovery and development. In recent years, zebrafish (Danio rerio)

and Xenopus laevis as convenient and cost-effective alternative vertebrate models

have greatly contributed to the compound characterization, thereby filling the gap

between traditional enzymatic or binding methods and preclinical mammalian as-

says. According to the ability to target cancer cells without inducing toxicity in

healthy tissues, drug candidates are usually proposed for the clinical investigation.

Therefore, the most common practice in biomedical research is based on human

cancer cells as a model system to determine anti-tumor properties. Overall, in-

voking of listed biophysical, biochemical, and biological approaches is essential for

sufficient compound characterization during the initial development stage, which

may reveal more effective and less toxic therapeutic options with prospective clin-

ical applications.

The goal of the study

To study recombinant CA VI as a model of native human CA VI for the inhibitor

intrinsic binding reactions and to explore CA IX lead inhibitors in biological sys-

tems as an initial step of their development towards anti-cancer drugs.
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Objectives

� To determine the observed binding affinities of a series of sulfonamides to

native and recombinant CA VI.

� To identify the most effective inhibitor from a series of sulfonamides against

recombinant CA VI by distinguishing the observed and intrinsic thermody-

namic binding parameters.

� To determine the protonation pKa values of the zinc-bound hydroxide/water

molecule of recombinant and native CA VI and the protonation enthalpy of

zinc-bound hydroxide/water molecule of recombinant CA VI.

� To study the toxic effects of lead CA IX inhibitors in zebrafish embryos/larvae.

� To assess the effect of lead CA IX inhibitors on pH regulation in oocytes of

Xenopus laevis with heterologously expressed CA isoforms.

� To determine anti-proliferative and functional activities of lead CA IX in-

hibitors against a panel of human cancer cell lines.

Scientific novelty

In this study, the observed and intrinsic binding parameters of a series of novel

inhibitors to CA VI were determined for the first time. The observed affinities

of the inhibitors were essentially identical towards the native CA VI that was

obtained from human saliva and recombinant CA VI purified from Escherichia

coli. This result demonstrated the suitability of recombinant CA VI as a model of

native CA VI. Moreover, only the observed binding parameters between CAs and

their inhibitors are usually provided in the literature. In this work, the observed

and intrinsic binding parameters were evaluated, emphasizing that the observed

values may be misleading for the understanding of the chemical structural basis

for the binding affinity.

Recently, many efforts have been dedicated to discover anti-cancer compounds

towards CA IX, an important characteristic of many hypoxic tumors. This thesis

described a novel approach of combining various in vitro data obtained by bio-

physical, biochemical, and cellular assays to explore the newly designed CA IX

inhibitors VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and VR16-09. The compounds are fluorinated

benzenesulfonamides differing from previously reported inhibitors by bulky hy-

drophobic groups at ortho and meta positions. These groups ensure high selectiv-

ity and picomolar affinity towards CA IX as confirmed by the enzymatic inhibition

and binding assays and crystallographic analysis.

In this study, the biological model systems, zebrafish embryos/larvae, Xenopus

laevis oocytes, and human cancer cells were used together with the enzymatic and

11



Introduction

biophysical methods to characterize compound efficacy. Studies using Xenopus

oocytes for the first time revealed high selectivity and 15 nM inhibitory potency

of compound VD11-4-2 against hetereologous CA IX in a biological model system.

Experiments employing human cancer cells were the first which showed CA IX-

dependent functional activities of three tested inhibitors to reduce the hypoxia-

induced acidosis. Furthermore, the investigation of CA IX-targeting compounds

in the three-dimensional (3D) cell model with clonogenic cell survival as endpoint

was introduced as a promising strategy to determine hypoxia-dependent impact

of compounds on cell proliferation. This approach may be applied in the research

of other CA IX inhibitors to determine hypoxia-dependent anti-proliferative ac-

tivities. Thus, this thesis provides a novel concept to characterize compound

efficacies, which is beneficial for further development.

Defending statements

� Recombinant CA VI protein is a suitable model of native CA VI for measur-

ing affinities of binding sulfonamide inhibitors, and only the intrinsic param-

eters should be used to correlate the binding energetics with the compound

chemical structures for rational drug design.

� Prior to clinical development, it is relevant to combine the enzymatic inhi-

bition and biophysical binding approaches with biological assays of diverse

model systems, such as zebrafish, Xenopus laevis oocytes, and human can-

cer cells, to gain a deeper insight into the action mode of the compound and

confirm its efficacy.

� High efficacy of novel CA IX inhibitors as demonstrated by inhibition and

binding to recombinant CA IX and confirmed in zebrafish embryos/larvae,

Xenopus laevis oocytes, and human cancer cells, shows that they are suitable

for further development directed toward CA IX-specific anti-cancer therapy.
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Literature overview

1 Tumor microenvironment and hypoxia

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in developing countries [4]. Recently,

substantial progress has been made in cancer prevention and treatment. Advances

in this field have been significantly promoted by the studies of molecular mecha-

nisms in cancer, as discussed in this thesis.

During cancer development, the heterogeneous and dynamic network of in-

teracting malignant, vascular, stromal, and immune cells is formed, that is sur-

rounded by extracellular matrix and diverse physiological gradients, such as oxy-

gen, nutrients, and growth factors. Therefore, numerous elements of the tumor

microenvironment (TME) can closely interact and affect cancer cells. Recent

studies have confirmed that targeting various TME components possesses a great

promise to develop an effective strategy of cancer treatment [5–8].

Hypoxia is a prominent TME attribute featuring a low partial pressure of oxy-

gen as a consequence of the low tumor perfusion and increased demand for oxygen

and nutrients in rapidly proliferating cancer cells. There are various statuses of

hypoxic conditions depending on the vascularization: moderate or severe, acute

or chronic, intermittent or persistent [9]. Hypoxia induces transcriptomic and

proteomic alterations, which are critical for the adaptation and survival of cancer

cells. Therefore, hypoxia has been linked with a poor prognosis in patients with

many types of malignancies, such as bladder, brain, breast, colon, esophagus, head

and neck, liver, lung, pancreas, skin, stomach, or uterus cancer, and lymphocytic

or myeloid leukemia [10,11].

Transcriptional responses to the depletion of O2 are mediated through hypoxia-

inducible factors (HIFs). HIFs function as heterodimers composed of an oxygen-

labile HIF-1α, HIF-2α, or HIF-3α subunit and a constitutively expressed HIF-1β

subunit [12,13]. The relevant correlation between the over-expression of HIF-1/2α

and the aggressive tumor phenotype has been observed [14–16], whereas the mode

of HIF-3α action remains to be elucidated because of its dual role of suppressing

the HIF-1/2α-mediated gene expression [17,18] and inducing the transcription of

hypoxia-related [19] or unrelated genes [20].
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Literature overview

HIF-1, consisting of HIF-1α and HIF-1β subunits, is mostly absent in cancer

cells grown in normoxia (Figure 1). The stability of HIF-1 is regulated by prolyl

hydroxylase domain-containing protein (PHD), also known as α-ketoglutarate–

dependent dioxygenases. Three mammalian isoforms of PHDs (PHD1-3) have

been identified with the diverse subcellular localization and tissue-specific expres-

sion pattern [21,22]. Hydroxylated on 402 and 564 proline residues, HIF-1α inter-

acts with the ubiquitin E3 ligase domain of von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor

protein (pVHL), leading to the proteasomal degradation of HIF-1α [23–25]. More-

over, the factor inhibiting HIF-1 (FIH-1) hydroxylates asparagine residue 803 of

HIF-1α subunit in O2-dependent manner, thereby blocking the ability to bind

with coactivators CREB-binding protein (CBP) and p300 [26,27].

Induction of 
HIF-targeted genes

Figure 1: Regulation of HIF-1. Under normoxic conditions, PHD1-3 dioxygenases
use O2 and α-ketoglutarate (α-KG) to hydroxylate HIF-1α, that subsequently
is bound by VHL, ubiquitylated, and degraded by the proteasome. In addition,
FIH-1 hydroxylates HIF-1α and thereby its interaction with coactivators CBP and
p300 is blocked. Therefore, the active transcription complex is not formed. Under
hypoxic conditions, hydroxylation reactions are inhibited, stable HIF-1α binds
with HIF-1β, recruits coactivators CBP and p300, and induce the transcription
of HIF-targeted genes. Red and blue arrows indicate processes occurring under
aerobic and hypoxic conditions, respectively (modified with permission from [28]).

Under hypoxia, both previously mentioned pathways of HIF-1α hydroxylation

are inhibited. Therefore, the stable HIF-1α dimerizes with HIF-1β. The formed

complex enters the nucleus, recruits coactivators CBP and p300, and binds to
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hypoxia responsive elements in promoters of numerous genes, whose transcription

is crucial for the adaptive response to hypoxia.

2 Adaptive responses by hypoxic tumor cells

Chromatin immunoprecipitation and gene-expression profiling studies have iden-

tified more than 1000 cell-specific genes, which are up-regulated in response to

hypoxia [11, 29, 30]. Alterations in metabolic pathways of cancer cells belong

to a broad variety of HIF-activated adaptive processes, which are important to

promote cell survival and drive tumor progression. Upon hypoxic conditions,

metabolic reprogramming is provoked by the increased glycolysis and attenuated

oxidative phosphorylation. HIF-1 induces the expression of glycolytic enzymes,

glucose transporters, and enzymes involved in glycogen synthesis, allowing an ef-

ficient storage of glucose as glycogen [31–33]. Such metabolic shift provides less

effective, though sustained generation of energy and substrates for the biosynthesis

of macromolecules [34,35], thereby promoting the survival of rapidly proliferating

cancer cells. Therefore, glycolytic metabolism is maintained even under well-

oxygenated conditions, known as the Warburg effect [36, 37]. Alternatively, some

cancer cells rely more on glutaminolysis than glycolysis to generate energy and

provide biosynthetic precursors [38,39].

Owing to oncogenic transformation and regulation of gene expression by HIFs,

the vast production and accumulation of lactate, H+, and CO2 can compromise

cell survival. The structure and activity of enzymes can be drastically affected by

changed cellular pH. It may significantly influence cell signaling and metabolism.

Thus, a hypoxic and acidic TME might become cytotoxic [40]. Generally, in-

tracellular pH (pHi, ∼7.2) is slightly lower than extracellular pH (pHe, ∼7.4)

in normally differentiated cells, whereas cancer cells possess a higher pHi (>7.4)

than pHe (∼6.5–7.1) [41–44]. Such pH gradient reversal is essential for tumor

growth [44].

Cellular pH homeostasis under hypoxic conditions is mediated through several

membrane-located proteins, which contribute to two major pH-regulating mech-

anisms: H+ extrusion and pHi buffering (Figure 2). The efflux of H+ is carried

out by Na+/H+ exchangers (NHEs), vacuolar-type H+-adenosine triphosphatases

(V-ATPases), and monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs). The crucial impact of

NHE isoform 1 (NHE1) on tumor development has been shown by significantly

decreased rates of tumor growth in xenografts using NHE1-deficient cells [45].

Recent studies have also highlighted the significant role of V-ATPases in ma-

lignant tumors. The knockdown of particular V-ATPase isoforms using specific

small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) reduced both invasion of cancer cells in vitro

and metastasis in vivo [46–48]. Moreover, the blockade of H+-coupled lactate
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export has emerged as a promising anti-cancer strategy [49, 50]. Recent studies

have showed that the knockdown of several MCT isoforms, particularly MCT1 or

MCT4, by specific siRNAs significantly impaired tumor growth in vivo [51,52].

NBC

AE

MCT1/4

NHE1V-ATPase

CA IX

Na+
HCO3

HCO3

Cl-
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Figure 2: A schematic model of membrane-bound pH-regulatory proteins in the
hypoxic cancer cell (drawn not to scale). Major components of this system,
that maintains alkaline pHi (pHi↑) and acidic pHe (pHe↓), are vacuolar-type H+-
adenosine triphosphatase (V-ATPase), Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) 1, monocar-
boxylate transporter (MCT) 1/4, Na+/HCO–

3 co-transporter (NBC), anion ex-
changer (AE), and carbonic anhydrase (CA) IX. Intracellular CA isoforms, such
as CA II, are also involved in the regulation of cellular acid-base balance.

The reversible hydration of pericellular CO2 to HCO–
3 and H+ is catalyzed

by the extracellular catalytic domain of carbonic anhydrase (CA) IX, which cre-

ates CO2 concentration gradient directed extracellularly and thereby enables pas-

sive diffusion of CO2 across the membrane. CA IX-generated H+ ions exacer-

bate the extracellular acidification, whereas HCO–
3 is transported into the cell

via Na+/HCO–
3 co-transporters (NBCs) and anion exchangers (AEs) to alkalize

pHi by binding H+ ions. This neutralization of H+ by HCO–
3 , catalyzed by in-

tracellular CAs, such as CA II, allows the generation of CO2, that diffuses across

the membrane and is reconverted to HCO–
3 and H+ by CA isoforms with extra-

cellularly directed catalytic domain, such as CA IX. Many sodium- and chloride-

driven transporters have been reported to interact with CA isoforms and form a

metabolon, providing the efficient HCO–
3 flux across the cell membrane [53, 54].

Gene silencing studies have shown that the knockdown of various NBC members

via short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) increased cell mortality in vitro and reduced

growth of tumor xenografts [55, 56]. Furthermore, the knockdown of AE isoform

2 (AE2) by specific shRNA inhibited the proliferation of cancer cells both in vitro
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and in vivo by inducing G1-phase arrest [57]. To summarize, studies listed in

this section indicate the significant importance of specified key pH-regulators to

tumorigenesis. The relevance of CA IX to pH control mechanisms in cancer will

be discussed in the next section.

3 Human carbonic anhydrases as targets for ther-

apeutic applications

The main function of CAs (EC 4.2.1.1) is the catalysis of the fundamental re-

versible conversion of CO2 to H+ and HCO–
3 (CO2 + H2O
 HCO–

3 + H+), allow-

ing the regulation of both intracellular and extracellular concentrations of these

metabolically important ions. The CAs are ubiquitous metalloenzymes catego-

rized into several evolutionarily distinct classes based upon their structural fold

and predominant organisms of expression [58–64]. To date, there are fifteen α-CA

isoforms in humans, which display diverse sub-cellular localization, tissue-specific

expression, and kinetic properties, as summarized in Table 1.

Since the discovery over 80 years ago [2], human α-CAs have gained the most

scientific attention due to relevant functions in physiology and pathology. There-

fore, this thesis is on human α-CAs, focusing on isoforms CA VI and CA IX, which

are highly involved in a broad range of vital processes.

3.1 Carbonic anhydrase VI

The CA enzymatic activity in saliva was observed for the first time in 1946 [68].

This activity in human saliva was later demonstrated to be induced by the novel

protein, named as gustin [69]. Independently from the previous study, the enzyme

exhibiting CA catalytic function was detected in sheep parotid gland and saliva

[70]. This protein was also isolated from saliva of different mammals, such as

rats [71] and humans [72], and thereafter identified as CA VI [73].

Among α-CA family, CA VI is the only secreted isozyme produced by salivary

parotid, submandibular [74], and lingual von Ebner’s glands [75]. The expression

of CA VI has also been found in serum [76], milk [77], tears [78], respiratory

airways [79], and alimentary canal [80]. Interestingly, Parkkila and colleagues have

shown the tight circadian periodicity of the salivary CA VI secretion: low levels

were measured during sleep, whereas these levels increased rapidly after awakening

and breakfast [81]. In contrast, the intracellular form of CA VI has been reported

as an adaptive response to cellular stress to promote viability [82,83].

The recently solved crystal structure of CA VI has revealed its dimeric arrange-

ment with the active sites of monomers facing each other and directed towards the

center of the dimer (Figure 3) [84]. The catalytic zinc ion is located in the active
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Table 1: Distribution and catalytic efficiency of human α-CAs [65–67]. kcat -
catalytic constant, KM - Michaelis constant.

Isoform Sub-cellular
compartment

Tissue/organ localization kcat/KM

(M−1s−1)
CA I Cytosol Erythrocytes, gastrointestinal

tract, eye
5.0× 107

CA II Cytosol Erythrocytes, gastrointestinal
tract, eye, osteoclasts, kidney,
brain, testis

1.5× 108

CA III Cytosol Adipocytes, skeletal muscle,
liver

3.0× 105

CA IV Membrane-
bound

Kidney, lung, pancreas, brain,
colon, heart

5.1× 107

CA VA Mitochondria Liver 2.9× 107

CA VB Mitochondria Heart and skeletal muscles, pan-
creas, kidney, gastrointestinal
tract, spinal cord

9.8× 107

CA VI Secreted Salivary and mammary glands 4.9× 107

CA VII Cytosol Colon, liver, skeletal muscle,
brain

8.3× 107

CA VIII Cytosol Central nervous system Acatalytic
CA IX Transmembrane Tumors, gastrointestinal tract 1.5× 108

CA X Cytosol Central nervous system Acatalytic
CA XI Cytosol Central nervous system Acatalytic
CA XII Transmembrane Tumors, kidney, lung, prostate,

ovary, uterine endometrium,
breast

3.5× 107

CA XIII Cytosol Thymus, kidney, submandibular
glands, small intestine, repro-
ductive organs

1.1× 107

CA XIV Transmembrane Brain, kidney, colon, small in-
testine, urinary bladder, liver,
heart, spinal cord

3.9× 107

site of each monomer. The dimer complex is stabilized via 11 hydrogen bonds and

an intramolecular disulfide linkage between 42 and 224 cysteine residues, suggest-

ing the explanation for retained enzymatic activity in the harsh environment of

gastric lumen [85,86].

Several groups have reported investigations of modulating the catalytic activity

of CA VI in vitro by both activators, such as certain amino acids and amines

[88], and inhibitors, including sulfonamides with incorporated sugar moieties [89].

However, there is still a high demand for effective and selective CA VI inhibitors.

They would be important to understand the exact physiological role of CA VI, that

still remains uncertain. Several studies have presented the association of CA VI
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Figure 3: The dimeric assembly of human CA VI (PDB ID: 3FE4). Surface of two
CA VI monomers are shown in different colors (purple and rose). The zinc ion
in each active site is indicated by an arrow and shown as a red sphere. Graphic
representation was made with Pymol [87].

with the regulation of taste perception, especially its bitter modality, [90–92] and

the protection of excess acidity-caused dental caries [93, 94] and injuries of the

esophageal or gastric epithelium [85]. High amounts of CA VI have been detected

in the colostrum milk, which is delivered to the infantile alimentary tract during

the early postnatal period, thus, suggesting CA VI to be an essential factor for

the maturation [77]. Links of CA VI with certain cancers, such as that of salivary

glands, have been speculated by gene comparison studies, which have shown the

close relation of CA VI with CA IX, a marker of tumors [95].

Proposed hypotheses can already be investigated in vivo by using recently

generated CA VI-deficient mice, which are viable, fertile, and have normal life

spans [96]. Neither morphological abnormalities of the salivary, lacrimal, mam-

mary glands, nor the transcriptional up-regulation of other active CAs are found in

this knockout (KO) mouse model. Notably, CA VI deficiency induces the increase

of lymphoid follicles in intestinal Peyer’s patches [96] and alterations of antigen

transfer to the lymphoid tissue as compared with wild-type (WT) mice [97], indi-

cating the immunological function of CA VI.

3.2 Carbonic anhydrase IX

CA IX belongs to the family of α-CAs as the zinc-containing glycoprotein, that

contributes to maintening the cellular pH balance. This CA isoform was discovered

in 1992 as a tumor-associated antigen, originally called MN, in human cervical

carcinoma cell line of HeLa using monoclonal antibody (mAb) M75 [98]. The
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MN identification was followed by the analysis of its cDNA [99] and gene [100]

sequences. Results of these studies revealed the highly conserved CA catalytic

domain, thus, allowing the classification of MN as the ninth member of CA family.

Therefore, MN was renamed to CA IX. Another research group found a renal

cell cancer-linked antigen, termed G250 [101], that was later demonstrated to be

identical to CA IX [102].

Mature CA IX consists of an N-terminal proteoglycan-like domain (PG), a

conserved CA catalytic domain, a hydrophobic membrane-spaning helix, and a

short intracytoplasmic tail at the C-terminus [100]. The PG domain is homol-

ogous to the keratan sulfate binding domain of a large proteoglycan, known as

aggrecan [100]. Being absent from other human CA isozyme, the PG region rep-

resents a distinctive feature of CA IX. It is recognized by mAb M75, that binds

to the repetitive epitope in this area and therefore enables selective detection

of CA IX among other CAs [103]. The cytoplasmic tail of CA IX contains three

phosphorylation sites and is important for the regulation of the enzymatic activity

and signaling [104,105]. Due to the alternative splicing, the expression of shorter

CA IX has been described [106,107].

The monomeric form of CA IX is visualized as a 54/58 kDa double band by

immunoblotting in reducing conditions, whereas the trimeric CA IX have been pre-

viously observed under non-reducing conditions [98]. The subsequently resolved

crystal structure of the recombinant CA IX suggested the homodimeric state of

CA IX [108]. In this complex, two catalytic domains of CA IX are associated and

stabilized via the intermolecular disulfide bond.

Figure 4: The dimeric catalytic domain of human CA IX (PDB ID: 3IAI). Surface
of two CA IX monomers are shown in different colors (purple and rose). The zinc
ion in each active site is indicated by an arrow and shown as a red sphere. Graphic
representation was made with Pymol [87].
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The expression pattern proposes CA IX to be a potential cancer-specific target.

In normal tissues, the transmembrane CA IX is only found in the epithelia of

gastrointestinal tract [109]. However, CA IX is over-expressed in a wide spectrum

of solid tumors including malignancies of the brain, kidney, colon, head and neck,

lung, breast, esophagus, ovary, and liver [110–112]. The transcription of CA9 gene

is strongly induced in a HIF-dependent manner [113] and can be regulated by other

pathways [114–117]. Alternatively, CA IX also exists as a shed ectodomain (ECD),

circulating in the body fluids of cancer patients [118]. ECD is composed of CA

catalytic and PG domains and is formed as a stimuli of signal transduction after

the cleavage by metalloproteinases, namely, TACE/ADAM17 [119]. Hence, the

detection of ECD has been proposed to possess prognostic applications, but its

clinical significance is inconclusive so far [120–123].

The functional contribution of CA IX is mainly directly linked with its catalytic

activity. Through the conversion of CO2 to HCO–
3 and H+, CA IX significantly

facilitates both the acidification of pHe and the alkalization of pHi, which are

critical for cancer progression. The elevated levels of extracellular H+ lead to the

tumor aggressiveness-promoting acidosis [124], while the generated HCO–
3 ions are

imported into the cell to maintain a moderately alkaline pHi and thereby assure

cell survival [125, 126]. Conversely, CA IX has been recently reported to undergo

nuclear translocation and interact with proteins involved in nucleo-cytoplasmic

transport, implying the still unknown functionality of the intracellular CA IX that

might be different from the catalytic CA IX role at the cell surface [127].

In vitro and in vivo studies have indicated that the depletion of CA IX ex-

pression or its enzymatic activity results in the increase of cancer cell death and

the attenuation of primary tumor growth. The negative effect on viability has

been shown in human cancer cells after the exposure to CA IX selective inhibitors,

which reduced the extracellular acidification [128–130] or caused intracellular acid-

ification [131] under hypoxic conditions. The decreased cell growth and clonogenic

survival have also been described as a consequence of depleted CA IX via RNA

interference [132]. The over-expression of CA IX has been associated with the

increased growth rate in spheroids [126]. In mouse models, the reduced growth

rates of tumor xenografts have been observed when CA IX was knocked down by

shRNAs [126, 133, 134] or knocked out using CRISPR-Cas9 system [135]. More-

over, CA IX has been associated with several stem cell markers [136] and the

inhibition of CA IX has been reported to reduce the expansion of cancer stem

cells and thereby diminish tumor growth and metastasis [137]. Interestingly, the

partial compensatory mechanism of CA IX knockdown by the up-regulation of

CA XII has been demonstrated [126,133,135], emphasizing the cross-talk between

CAs to maintain pH homeostasis.

During migration, the essential pH gradients are created inside and outside
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the cell by several pH regulators, including CA IX. The pHi is more alkaline in

the front than at the end of migrating cells, while pHe is acidic on the outer

side of the membrane [138]. Recent studies have indicated the localization of

CA IX in lamellipodia, where it promotes migration via the catalytic activity,

enhances the bicarbonate uptake by interacting with specific transporters [54], and

directly regulates collagen degradation mediated by the matrix metalloproteinase

isoform 14 [139]. CA IX also modulates the cell-cell adhesion by competing with E-

cadherin for binding with β-catenin, causing the detachment of E-cadherin from

the cytoskeleton and thus supporting cell motility [140]. Furthermore, CA IX

has been found to be involved in PI3K/Akt [104], FAK/PI3K/mTOR [141], and

Rho/ROCK [142] signaling pathways, which can influence migration rates. The

elimination of CA IX using selective inhibitors or gene silencing methods has been

shown to reduce the invasive phenotype of cancer cells in vitro and in vivo [134,

139,143,144].

3.3 Roles of other carbonic anhydrase isoforms

Next to pH regulation, there is a wide spectrum of physiological processes depend-

ing on the function of other human CAs, excluding previously discussed CA VI

and CA IX. CA isozymes are involved in bone resorption, calcification, respira-

tion, signal transduction, electrolyte secretion, biosynthetic reactions (e.g., gluco-

neogenesis, lipogenesis, and ureagenesis), and many others [66, 145]. Therefore,

abnormal CA levels or their activities are commonly related with various human

diseases.

The cytosolic CA I is expressed in diverse tissues, including red blood cells

and eye. The significantly lower expression of CA I in patients than in control

group has emerged as a marker for hemolytic anemia, when erythrocytes are pre-

maturely destroyed [146]. Moreover, the correlation between high levels of the

extracellular CA I and prognosis of the vision-impairing disorders, namely, macu-

lar edema or retinopathy, has been described, as a consequence of the increased

retinal vascular permeability [147]. Two studies have shown that CA I plays a sig-

nificant role in patients with ankylosing spondylitis, a condition of abnormal bone

formation in the spine and joints [148, 149]. This chronic inflammatory disease

has been characterized by over-expression of CA I, that enhances CO2 hydration

rate leading to the improper calcification. Due to increased production, CA I has

been proposed to be a potential biomarker for prostate cancer [150]. On the other

hand, significantly lower levels of CA I have been detected in colon epithelium

as compared with normal tissues, serving the indicative marker for prediction of

colorectal cancer [151].

Among the family of human CAs, the cytosolic CA II has the highest distribu-
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tion in tissues and organs. CA II has been linked with numerous pathologies, such

as glaucoma [152, 153], edema [154, 155], epilepsy [156, 157], atherosclerosis [158],

and osteoporosis [159]. CA II has been also involved in acute mountain sickness

caused by the lack of oxygen at high altitude with symptoms of headache, nausea,

anorexia, and gastrointestinal distress [160,161]. The over-expression of CA II has

been detected in certain forms of cancers [162, 163], whereas the CA II deficiency

has been reported as the recessive syndrome with increased bone density, renal

tubular acidosis, cerebral calcification, and growth retardation [164].

The cytosolic CA III is a member of human CAs, that exhibits the lowest

catalytic activity to catalyze CO2 hydration (Table 1). The expression of CA III

is limited to highly metabolically active tissues, involving skeletal muscles, adi-

pose tissues, and liver. CA III possesses two surface cysteine residues, which can

be glutathionylated, thereby providing the protection from oxidative stress [165],

as confirmed in cells of myeloid leukemia [166]. Due to increased levels as com-

pared with control tissue, CA III has been introduced as a biomarker for several

neuromuscular disorders [167], whereas significantly reduced amounts of CA III

have been indicated upon the progression of liver carcinoma [168] and hepati-

tis infection [169]. Furthermore, adipogenesis has been significantly enhanced in

CA III-deficient mice, revealing an important role of CA III in modulating obe-

sity [170].

CA IV is attached to the membrane via a glycosylphosphatidyl-inositol an-

chor and located on the extracellular surface of cells. CA IV is a structurally

unique isoform due to two intramolecular disulfide bonds, which make CA IV to

be remarkably stable due to the resistance to high concentrations of sodium do-

decyl sulfate, thereby allowing CA IV to be purified without contamination by

other CAs [171, 172]. Mutant forms of CA IV have been associated with retini-

tis pigmentosa - the disease of retinal degeneration induced by the accumulation

of a misfolded CA IV that can lead to blindness [173, 174]. The expression of

these CA IV mutants has been demonstrated to cause progressive renal injuries,

as shown in transgenic mice [175]. Interestingly, the functions of CA IV in sup-

pressing colon cancer development [176], accelerating the wound healing [177], and

sensing the taste of carbonated beverages [178] have been recently identified.

Both CA VA and CA VB isozymes are present in the mitochondrial matrix of

distinct tissues. CA VA is primarily produced in the liver [179], whereas CA VB is

found in the heart and skeletal muscles, kidney, pancreas, gastrointestinal tract,

and spinal cord [180]. Since the mitochondrial membrane is impermeable to

HCO–
3 [181] and no transporters for the uptake of HCO–

3 are found in the inner

mitochondrial membrane [66], de novo synthesis of HCO–
3 catalyzed by CA VA

and CA VB within the mitochondria is crucial to provide the substrate for en-

zymes, which participate in lipogenesis [182], ureagenesis [183], and gluconeoge-
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nesis [184]. The mitochondrial CAs have been linked with obesity [185], insulin

resistance [186], and oxidative stress in the brain [187,188].

The cytosolic CA VII is distributed in colon, liver, skeletal muscle, and brain

[189]. Like CA III, CA VII contains several reactive cysteines, which can be glu-

tathionylated, suggesting its function in mechanisms of cell defense against oxida-

tive damage [190]. CA VII has been demonstrated to drive the neuronal excita-

tion by generating HCO–
3 ions, which mediate the current via channels coupled

to GABAA receptors [191,192]. Therefore, CA VII has been shown to play a role

in neurological disorders, such as epileptic seizures [193] and neuropathic pain,

known for a shooting or burning sensation resulting in the nerve damage [194].

CA XII is a transmembrane protein, which exists as a dimer with active sites

oriented on the extracellular space [195]. The transcription of gene encoding for

CA XII can be regulated by hypoxia [110] and estrogen receptors [196, 197]. In

contrast to CA IX, CA XII is present in many healthy tissues [198–201]. CA XII

has been also identified as a tumor marker [198]. The increased expression of

CA XII has been described as a prognostic marker of a lower grade disease leading

to a better prognosis only in breast cancer [202], whereas the over-expression of

CA XII in other multiple tumors has been related with poor prognosis [110, 163,

200]. The alternatively spliced form of CA XII has been detected in brain tumors

and is associated with a poor patient survival [203]. The knockdown of CA XII

has exhibited promising antitumor results [204, 205]. The implication of CA XII

has been also found in patients with glaucoma [206] and chronic back pain [207].

Furthermore, mutant forms of CA XII have been linked with cystic fibrosis-like

syndrome [208] and salt wasting disease [209, 210], which both are characterized

by a high concentration of chloride in sweat.

The cytosolic CA XIII is a monomeric protein [211] localized in thymus, kidney,

submandibular gland, small intestine, and is notably abundant in reproductive

organs of both sexes, emphasizing the physiological function in fertility [212].

It is speculated that CA XIII controls the optimal HCO–
3 concentration and pH

homeostasis for sperm motility and thereby contributes to reproductive processes

[212]. Moreover, the down-regulated levels of CA XIII have been observed in

colorectal cancer [213].

The monomeric CA XIV belongs to the group of transmembrane CA iso-

forms and contains the extracellular active site [214]. CA XIV is present in

brain, kidneys, colon, small intestine, urinary bladder, liver, heart, and spinal

cord [215–217]. CA XIV has been demonstrated to be essential for the normal

retinal light response [218] and the intracellular [219] and extracellular pH reg-

ulation in the central nervous system [220]. In hypertensive rats, the elevated

amounts of CA XIV has been found in the hypertrophic myocardium [221].

Three cytosolic isozymes CA VIII, CA X, and CA XI are named as CA-related
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proteins (CARPs). They lack one or more of histidine residues that coordinate

the catalytic zinc ion in the active site and therefore are inactive to catalyze

the reversible CO2 hydration [222, 223]. CARPs are predominantly expressed in

central nervous system [224, 225]. Mutant CA VIII forms have been associated

with ataxia, mental retardation, and quadrupedal gait in humans [226] or the

lifelong gait disorder in mice [227]. The knockdown of CA VIII in zebrafish has

been shown to cause defects in motor coordination, as it is common to the ataxic

human phenotype [228]. The increased levels of CA VIII and CA XI have been

indicated in certain tumors [229–231]. CA X has been proposed to be involved in

neurological disorders [232,233].

To summarize, CA dysregulation has been linked with many pathological states

in human body. Therefore, there is a need to develop the CA isoform-selective

compounds exhibiting sufficient affinity and selectivity properties. They would be

suitable for the translation into the clinic because they would be therapeutically

beneficial and avoid causing undesired side effects due to off-target CA inhibition.

3.4 Strategies for modulating activities of carbonic anhy-

drases

The design of CA-specific compounds is a challenging task because of the high

structural homology among human CAs, especially within their active sites [67].

The crystal structures of human recombinant CA isoforms, except for mitochon-

drial CA VA and CA VB, have been determined [84, 108, 195, 211, 214, 234–238],

indicating diverse oligomeric states: CA isozymes are monomers, except for CA VI,

CA IX, and CA XII which are dimers. Monomers of each active human CA were

overlayed in Figure 5A. The analysis of these complexes has revealed that the

catalytic domain of each human CA typically consists of a central antiparallel

β-sheet surrounded by 7 α-helices. The active site is positioned in a cone-shaped

cavity where catalytic zinc resides at the bottom and is tetrahedrally coordinated

by three conserved histidine residues and a water molecule/hydroxide ion. The

active site also contains hydrophobic and hydrophilic sides (Figure 5B), which are

responsible for orienting CO2 for nucleophilic attack by the zinc-bound hydroxide

and creating a hydrogen-bond network for the proton shuttle from the zinc-bound

water molecule to the solvent [239,240]. The core of active site is highly conserved

among human CAs. However, residues of its periphery (10 Å–15 Å from the zinc)

are variable in terms of the polarity and hydropathicity [67, 241]. This part of

the active site, defined as the selective pocket (Figure 5B), has been exploited to

design the chemical compounds targeting the specific CA isoform, that is related

to the certain disease.

The modulation of the increased human CA levels or catalytic activities by
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chemical compounds has been extensively studied [145,242]. Five different mech-

anisms of CA inhibition have been identified so far [243]. In this thesis, the

research interest is devoted to the derivatives of primary sulfonamides. They are

classical CA inhibitors, which directly interact with the catalytic zinc and displace

the zinc-bound water/hydroxide ion [145,244].

A B

Figure 5: (A) Overlay of catalytically active human CA monomers, which are cur-
rently available. PDB IDs: 1HCB for CA I (yellow), 3KS3 for CA II (green), 1Z93
for CA III (magenta), 1ZNC for CA IV (blue), 3FE4 for CA VI (orange), 3ML5
for CA VII (grey), 3IAI for CA IX (red), 1JCZ for CA XII (dark green), 3D0N
for CA XIII (black), and 4LU3 for CA XIV (cyan). (B) Surface representation of
human CA IX monomer (PDB ID: 3IAI). Hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of
active site are indicated with black labels and colored in orange and blue, respec-
tively. Residues of selective pocket are shown in pink with white labels [67]. The
catalytic zinc is shown as a red sphere, which is coordinated by three histidine
residues specified in grey. Graphic representations were made with Pymol [87].

Several classes of non-classical CA inhibitors have been developed [245]. The

CA inhibitors anchoring to the zinc-bound water molecule/hydroxide ion have

been reported, including phenols [246], polyamines [247], carboxylates [248], sulfo-

coumarins [249], and 2-thioxocoumarins [250]. For the carboxylic acid derivative,

the binding outside the active site has been described [251]. Moreover, the alter-

native inhibition mode has been observed for coumarins and their isosteres, which

occlude the entrance to the cavity of CA active site by binding near or within

the selective pocket [252,253]. Lastly, several compounds with the unknown CA-

binding manner have been found, such as secondary/tertiary sulfonamides [254],

imatinib/nilotinib [255], and fullerenes [256].

The low level or insufficient catalytic activity of human CAs is also linked

with pathological states, as described in 3.3 subsection. Therefore, many studies

have explored CA activators, generally amines, amino acids, and oligopeptides,

as promising agents with pharmacological applications [145, 257, 258]. The first

crystal structure of the CA-activator adduct was published in 1997 [259]. It con-
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firmed that CA activators bind at the entrance of the CA active site and assist

the proton shuttling between the zinc-bound water molecule and the environment,

thereby enhancing the catalytically activity via the generation of the zinc-linked

hydroxide for nucleophilic attack of CO2.

Diverse strategies to deliver CA activators or inhibitors have been described

with the aim to target the disease-related CA isoform for the therapy and diag-

nostic imaging. Thus, numerous probes have been reported, including fluorescent

labels [128,260], radiolabels [261], absorbers of near-infrared light [262], and nano-

materials [263]. Although the vast library of CA-targeting compounds has been

designed, only several chemical derivatives have progressed to clinical trials (dis-

cussed in subsection 4.2).

3.5 Zebrafish and Xenopus oocytes in carbonic anhydrase

research

In the preclinical studies of drug development, screens using animal models are

essential to uncover new compounds and characterize their important proper-

ties, such as efficacy, distribution, and toxicity. Commonly, large-scale toxicology

studies before entering a clinical safety trial are focused on a rodent (rats) and

a non-rodent (beagle dogs) species. However, such experiments are expensive and

time-consuming. Therefore, several alternative animal models, including zebrafish

and Xenopus laevis (X. laevis), have been introduced in biomedical research.

Zebrafish

The zebrafish has emerged as a valuable tool in drug discovery [264, 265]. For

toxicological studies, the zebrafish model has been applied for more than 60 years

[266, 267]. Recently, the National Institutes of Health has assessed zebrafish as

the third most relevant experimental organism after rats and mice, while FDA

has accepted the assessments of toxicity in zebrafish for investigative approvals of

novel drugs [268]. Several compounds, which have been primarily discovered from

zebrafish chemical screens, are being investigated in clinical trials [269–272].

The zebrafish model greatly contributes to the phenotype-based drug screen-

ing. There are several significant advantages of using the phenotype-driven ap-

proach. First, phenotypic screens are able to identify the therapeutic compounds

even though the target is not validated yet. Second, phenotype-driven approaches

determine compounds, which benefit from activity at diverse targets simultane-

ously. Third, phenotypic screens allow the detection of more promising compounds

than target-based approaches due to apprising its both curative and harmful prop-

erties at the same time. Consequently, the minimum optimization of pharmaco-

logical properties is required for the translation of compounds to other mammalian
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models [264,272].

In the high-throughput screening, zebrafish exhibits numerous advantages,

such as transparency of embryo and larva, external fertilization, easy manipu-

lations, regenerative capacity, high fecundity, and relatively rapid development.

Zebrafish also offers cheaper experimental cost and lower amount of compound

consumption [268]. Despite the lack of a few mammalian organs, zebrafish shares

a highly conserved but not absolutely identical physiology and anatomy with mam-

mals [264]. The genome of zebrafish has been sequenced, showing the set of over

26 000 protein-coding genes [273]. Approximately 70 % of human genes have been

defined to possess at least one zebrafish orthologue [274]. Therefore, zebrafish has

become a convenient and relevant vertebrate model for human drug discovery.

The zebrafish screens of inhibitors, which target human CAs, is a relatively

novel scientific topic with a few reported studies. In 2009, the exposure of zebrafish

to the membrane-impermeable human CA inhibitor F3500 was described for the

first time [275]. Phenotypical abnormalities of zebrafish induced by the treatment

with acetazolamide (AZM), a non-selective CA inhibitor, were thereafter published

[276]. It was followed by the investigation of zebrafish developmental toxicity

caused by common CA inhibitors, which are applied in clinics [277]. Subsequently,

the roles of zebrafish CA isozymes, including acatalytic CAs [228,278], CA II [279–

281], and CA VI [282], were explored during zebrafish development by using gene

silencing methods. These studies provided phenotypic characteristics of zebrafish

with the inactivated CA isoform and/or suggested the relevant information about

the structure and biological functions of the CAs in mammals and non-mammalian

organisms.

Xenopus oocytes

Originated in South Africa, the clawed frog of X. laevis has been widely used as

an animal model in the molecular and physiological research. Until the 1960s, X.

laevis was applied for a rapid diagnosis of early pregnancy and thereby became

as a regular laboratory animal [283]. Nowadays, Xenopus oocytes are often em-

ployed as a model system because they possess many advantages, such as easy

manipulations due to the big cell size (1.1 mm–1.3 mm), a convenient laboratory

maintenance, and a large number of offsprings [284].

Importantly, Xenopus oocytes enable the study of diverse eukaryotic proteins

due to the efficient transcription and translation of the exogenous nucleic acid

into protein. The production of functionally active exogenous protein in oocytes

is carried out by nuclear injections of cDNA or mostly by cytoplasmic injections of

in vitro synthesized cRNA [285]. However, the developmental stage of oocyte has

been shown to influence the activity of the heterologously expressed proteins. To

overcome this drawback, oocytes at the developmental stages IV to VI are used
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for the experiments when they have been demonstrated to possess the highest

translational capacity [286]. Furthermore, native Xenopus oocytes contain a vari-

ety of endogenous ion channels and membrane transporters [287]. However, their

activities are relatively low as compared with heterologous proteins [288]. Thus,

results of electrophysiological measurements obtained in Xenopus oocytes are not

affected by the activity of endogenous proteins, thereby making these cells to be

a versatile tool in a wide spectrum of biological and biochemical applications.

Native Xenopus oocytes feature undetectably low level of CA activity [289].

Therefore, the injections of cRNA coding for a certain human CA isozyme into

these cells allow the expression of the target CA and investigation of CA inhibition

in the live biological system. The affinity and selectivity of compounds against tar-

get CA isoform heterologously expressed in oocytes can be monitored with micro-

electrodes by measuring the pH in the cytosol and at the outer membrane surface

and additionally determined by mass spectrometry (MS) [284]. Recently, signif-

icant inhibitory properties of 10 µM–30 µM ethoxzolamide (EZA), a membrane-

permeable and non-selective CA inhibitor, against CA II [290], CA IV [291], and

CA IX [292] have been described in oocytes. Moreover, oocytes have been used

to reveal the non-catalytic function of CA II [293], CA IV [294], and CA IX [295]

linked with the ability to enhance activities of diverse MCTs isoforms and thereby

increase lactate flux. This function remained not affected by EZA which is known

as CA inhibitor. Based on the listed observations, Xenopus oocytes are promising

models to study roles of CAs and characterize the affinity and selectivity of human

CA inhibitors in the living eukaryotic cell with fully matured target CA isozyme.

4 Compound discovery and development toward

anti-cancer drugs

Over the years, tremendous resources have been invested to discover, develop, pro-

duce, and trade numerous compounds as efficient medicines. In the pharmaceu-

tical industry, the bringing a new molecule to the market is a long, complicated,

high risk, and expensive task. It can take 10–15 years with the cost per drug

launch recently estimated to exceed $2.6 billion [296]. The discovery of a drug-

candidate is flexible and depends on the creativity, whereas the drug development

is planned and highly structured with regulations introduced by the US Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) [297].

4.1 Stages of drug development

The process of drug discovery and development includes many stages, such as the

lead compound identification, its optimization, preclinical testing, clinical trials,
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and FDA approval (Figure 6). At the beginning of a project, new drugs can be dis-

covered by the phenotype- or target-based approach [298,299]. Phenotypic screen-

ings permit the identification of compounds against targets, which are unknown so

far. This approach was predominant in 1970s-1990s [297]. Owing to advances in

molecular biology, the application of the target-based drug discovery has increased

during the last three decades [299]. It analyzes interactions between the compound

and the molecular target linked with disease. Comparison of both approaches for

drugs approved by FDA from 1999 to 2008 has demonstrated that phenotypic

screenings were more predictive for the discovery of first-in-class drugs [264,300].

They differ from existing medicines by modulating the unprecedented target or

biological pathway [301]. However, the target-based approach was more successful

for following, nearly five times higher amount of drugs, which were discovered dur-

ing the previously mentioned period. Therefore, the target-driven drug discovery

has been actively pursued with over 1300 companies in the United States focusing

on molecular targets, of which over half are for cancer treatment [302].

Figure 6: A general scheme for drug discovery and development showing the
important stages of drug progress to the market [296].

Nowadays, numerous methods of high-throughput screening are employed to

identify and optimize hits toward the biological target in vitro. The interest in

large-scale techniques for the thermodynamic profiling of biomolecular interactions

has recently increased [303]. These approaches significantly contribute to the

analysis of structure-activity relationship that provides valuable information in

medicinal chemistry for the rational drug design to generate the lead compound

[304].

During preclinical development, sufficient quantities of the drug candidate are

produced to evaluate its quality, efficacy, and safety before testing in humans.

Screenings in cell cultures and animal models are involved in this stage. Anti-

cancer compounds are usually investigated in vitro by using viability and clono-

genic survival assays, which are followed by in vivo studies in xenograft mouse

models [302]. For instance, the National Cancer Institute in United States has a

rule to test new compounds for cytostatic or cytotoxic activity against eight can-

cer cell lines, which represent the most common human malignancies, and then

start studies in xenograft mice depending on in vitro results [302].

If preclinical testing is successful, clinical development of a drug candidate
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begins. There are at least three major distinct phases of clinical research. In

phase I clinical trials, safety is determined in non-curative patients using a specific

dose escalation concept. Subsequently, phase II studies are conducted in patients

to assess efficacy of the compound and confirm the dosage. Phase III studies are

carried out to proof that drug candidate combined with the standard treatment is

more therapeutically beneficial than the standard treatment alone. If no benefit

of the combined therapy is obtained, the standard of care remains to be applied

in clinical practice. In phase III studies, a larger population, typically up to a few

hundred patients, is involved. Upon completion of the phase III studies, a New

Drug Application form is filed by the pharmaceutical company and submitted to

FDA for the grant of marketing authorization [297]. If the life cycle of a candidate

compound does not fail at any stage listed in this subsection, it becomes available

as a drug on the market.

4.2 Clinical trials targeting pH regulators in cancer cells

The pH-modulating mechanisms have been shown to be essential for tumor pro-

gression and therapeutic resistance. Therefore, pH regulators have emerged as

promising targets for cancer therapy. In the last decade, several chemical molecules

and antibodies interfering with MCT1, V-ATPase, or CA IX in tumor cells have

been developed and are at various stages of clinical development. The relevant

clinical trials are listed in Table 2.

Significant efforts are dedicated to impair the lactate transport across the

plasma membrane by targeting MCT members in cancer cells. Currently, there is

a phase I clinical trial for MCT1 inhibitor AZD3965. It has demonstrated great

anti-cancer effects in vitro and in vivo and increased sensitivity to radiation in

preclinical studies [305,306].

The V-ATPases have also become attractive therapeutic targets due to the

role in the active transport of H+ out of the cell by using ATP. Proton pump

inhibitors (PPIs) are often applied to inhibit V-ATPases. These compounds are

acid-activated prodrugs [307] which are clinically used for many years to treat

acid-related disorders [308]. Recently, PPIs have been reported to significantly

suppress tumor growth in xenograft mouse models [309, 310] and overcome acid-

related chemoresistance [311]. These findings have resulted in multiple clinical in-

vestigations of diverse PPIs, such as esomeprazole, pantoprazole, and omeprazole,

assessing their efficacies, either alone or in combination with standard chemother-

apy, to treat patients with different types of malignancies.

In recent years, CA IX has appeared as a vital regulator of tumor develop-

ment, as described in subsection 3.2. Therefore, a vast collection of derivatives

against CA IX have been designed [145, 312]. Two approaches have been applied
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Table 2: Drug candidates which undergo clinical trials targeting MCT1, V-
ATPase, or CA IX for the treatment of patients with different types of tumors.
Target Compound Type of cancer Phase Identifier
MCT1 AZD3965 Solid tumors,

prostate cancer,
gastric cancer, dif-
fuse large B cell
lymphoma

Phase I NCT01791595

V-ATPase Esomeprazole Esophageal cancer Phase III NCT00357682
Breast cancer Phase I NCT00849329

Pantoprazole Prostate cancer Phase II NCT01748500
Solid tumors Phase I NCT01163903

Omeprazole Colorectal cancer Phase II NCT02518373
Breast cancer Phase II NCT01069081

CA IX SLC-0111 Solid tumors Phase I NCT02215850
cG250 Clear cell renal cell

carcinoma
Phase III NCT00087022

124I-cG250 Clear cell renal cell
carcinoma

Phase III NCT00606632

3ee9-MMAE Solid tumors Phase I NCT01028755

to target CA IX: chemical molecules and monoclonal antibodies (mAb). Several

agents belonging to each group have entered clinical trials. SLC-0111 is the ureido-

substituted benzenesulfonamide derivative that has finished the phase I clinical

trial and is scheduled for the phase II trial [312]. Furthermore, girentuximab

(cG250) is the most clinically studied mAb for targeting CA IX in clear cell renal

cell carcinoma. Even though results of cG250 in phase I and II trials have been

favorable [313,314], its development as a therapeutic has failed in phase III trials

owing to the lack of efficacy to improve the disease-free survival [315]. For tumor

radioimmunodetection, cG250 has been labeled with various radionuclides, includ-

ing 124I, 111In, 89Zr, 131I, 90Y, and 177Lu, and such macromolecular radiotracers

are in the preclinical/clinical development [261]. Among them, cG250 radiola-

beled with 124I has been recently validated in a phase III study as the imaging

biomarker for clear cell renal cell carcinoma [316]. Moreover, the conjugate of

CA IX-targeting mAb 3ee9 and monomethyl auristatin E, an anti-mitotic agent,

has been recently reported to exhibit anti-tumor efficacy in several xenograft mod-

els [317] and have progressed to the phase I clinical trial.

The alternative strategy based on the simultaneous targeting of several proteins

involved in H+ flux has been proposed. Recently, the combination of lansoprazole

with CA IX inhibitors, such as the sulfamate S4 or the ureido-sulfamate derivative

FC9-399A, has been shown to be more effective than single treatments in inducing
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cytotoxicity of human melanoma cells [318]. However, the synergistic effects of

NHE1 and CA IX combined knockout have not been observed in vivo, potentially

due to the increase in CA XII expression, as compensatory pH-regulating protein

[135]. Moreover, the combined inhibition of MCTs with NHE1 or CA IX have

not improved the impact on cancer cell death in vitro, as compared with single

inhibition [49].

In conclusion, tumor acidosis is important to maintain a malignant phenotype

and provide both challenges and opportunities for drug discovery. The key drivers

of pH-regulation have become clinically relevant anti-cancer targets. However,

there is still a demand for efforts toward better understanding of the molecular

basis for pH-dependent cell behavior to improve cancer management and patient

outcomes.
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5 Protein production

5.1 Production of the native carbonic anhydrase VI

The native CA VI was purified from a half-liter of human saliva collected from 10

volunteers. The participants were males and females aged 20-44. The experiments

were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each subject.

The study methodologies conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of

Helsinki. The study methodology was approved by the ethics committee of the

Institute of Biotechnology (Protocol number 2014/06/25, No. 63). Approximately

5 mg of native CA VI was obtained. Affinity chromatography was repeated twice

in order to get high purity protein. The native CA VI was purified according to

previously described procedure [74].

5.2 Production of the recombinant carbonic anhydrase VI

The cDNA encoding human CA VI from 21 to 290 amino acids was amplified by

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from CA VI gene (RZPD Deutsches Ressourcenzen-

trum für Genomforschung) using forward primer with NdeI recognition site (5′

CCAGCATATGTCTGACTGGACCTAC 3′) and reverse primer with XhoI recog-

nition site (5′ CTTATGCTCGAGTTACTGGAATTCAGAGCC 3′). The PCR

product was cloned into the bacterial expression vector pET-15b (Novagen) via

NdeI and XhoI restriction sites fusing a 6×His-tag to the N-terminus of the pro-

tein. The resultant recombinant CA VI lacked the N-terminal signal peptide and

18 amino acids of C-terminus. Expression of recombinant CA VI was carried out

in Escherichia coli (E. coli) RosettaTM 2 (DE3) strain (Novagen). A colony of

transformed cells was transferred to brain heart infusion (BHI) medium, contain-

ing 100 µg mL−1 ampicillin and 34µg mL−1 chloramphenicol and was grown at

37 ◦C and 220 rpm for 16 h. Then the saturated culture was diluted (1:50) in

fresh BHI medium, containing 100µg mL−1 ampicillin, 34 µg mL−1 chlorampheni-

col, and 0.03 mM ZnSO4 and was grown to OD600 ∼ 0.8. The expression of recom-

binant CA VI was induced with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside containing
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0.3 mM ZnSO4. The culture was grown for 20 h at 20 ◦C and 250 rpm. The cells

were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 g for 20 min at 4 ◦C. The pellet was sus-

pended in lysis buffer (25 mM MES pH 5.6, 0.5 % Triton X-100, 0.1 M Na2SO4, and

1 mM PMSF) containing the protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science).

The cells were incubated at 4 ◦C for 60 min and then disrupted by sonication.

The supernatant, containing soluble proteins, was obtained after centrifugation at

20 000 g for 25 min. The recombinant CA VI was purified by immobilized metal ion

affinity chromatography using Ni2+-sepharose (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB),

followed by cation exchange chromatography on sulphopropyl-modified sepharose

(GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB), and thereafter dialysed against the storage

buffer (25 mM MES, 50 mM Na2SO4, pH 5.8) and stored at -80 ◦C. The purity of

CA VI was analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE). Protein concentration was determined by UV-VIS spectrophotom-

etry and confirmed by the standard Bradford method. Molecular weight of the

protein was confirmed by MS.

Recombinant CA VI from mammalian FreeStyle 293-F cells (Invitrogen, Life

Technologies) was purified by Jurgita Matulienė at the Department of Biother-

modynamics and Drug Design (Institute of Biotechnology, Vilnius university) as

described in [319].

6 Inhibitors

The commercial CA-targeting ligands AZM and EZA were purchased (Sigma-

Aldrich) and used without further purification. The benzenesulfonamide (BSA)

was kindly provided by Prof. Peteris Trapencieris (Latvian Institute of Organic

Synthesis, Riga). Other CA inhibitors investigated in this study were synthe-

sized by Virginija Dudutienė at the Department of Biothermodynamics and Drug

Design (Institute of Biotechnology, Vilnius university). Structures and purity of

these compounds were confirmed by NMR, IR spectroscopy, and MS [320].

7 Thermodynamics of protein-inhibitor interac-

tions

7.1 Fluorescent thermal shift assay

Fluorescent thermal shift assay (FTSA), also termed differential scanning fluo-

rimetry or Thermofluorr, is widely applied in academic field and by pharmaceuti-

cal companies, such as Johnson & Johnson (New Brunswick, United States) [321–

323]. It is a high-throughput method allowing the precise screen of biomolecules
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with minimized consumption in order to find the compound exhibiting the most

promising therapeutic properties. Importantly, there are low limitations for bind-

ing affinity determined by this method, thus both strong (picomolar) and weak

(millimolar) compounds can be identified during the same experiment [3]. FTSA

has been used to thermodynamically characterize protein-protein [324], protein-

ligand [325] interactions as well as thermal protein stability depending on diverse

solvents or excipients [326]. Moreover, this technique has recently been optimized

for cellular applications enabling the detection of proteins targeted by tested com-

pounds within a cell [327].

FTSA measures the thermal stability of a protein by following the fluorescence

of solvatochromic probes, such as 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid ammonium

salt (ANS) or SYPRO Orange, while the temperature is steadily increased. These

dyes are quenched by water and highly fluorescent when bound to the protein

surface clefts, enabling the probe hiding from water. Such conditions are observed

upon protein unfolding induced by heat [321,328]. In a typical FTSA experiment,

the protein melting temperature (Tm) is determined. The Tm is such a tempera-

ture at which half of the protein is unfolded and another half is native. Diverse

ligands can increase or reduce Tm by protein stabilization or destabilization, re-

spectively. The binding affinity is calculated from the Tm shift as a function of

ligand concentration [321,323,325].

FTSA measurements were performed using a Corbett Rotor-Gene 6000 (Qia-

gen Rotor-Gene Q) instrument using the blue channel (excitation at 365± 20 nm,

detection at 460± 15 nm). Samples contained 10 µL of 5µM–10 µM protein, 10 µL

of 0µM–200 µM inhibitor in 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 with 100 mM NaCl,

50µM solvatochromic dye ANS (Sigma-Aldrich), and DMSO with a final concen-

tration of 2 %. Samples were heated from 25 ◦C to 99 ◦C with the heating rate of

1 ◦C min−1. The pH dependence of the binding constant (Kb) was measured in

buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM sodium acetate, and 25 mM

sodium borate at pH 5.5–9.5. For measurements of protein thermal stability, the

Tm representing a midpoint of the protein unfolding transition was determined by

FTSA at various buffer, pH, and excipient conditions. Samples contained 100 mM

buffer at pH 3.5–10.5, 5µM protein, and 50 µM ANS. Data were fitted and an-

alyzed as previously described [321, 325, 329]. All experiments were repeated at

least twice.

7.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry

According to some researchers, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is the gold

standard method for the measurement of binding energetics [330]. It allows the

direct determination of stoichiometry and thermodynamic parameters, such as
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affinity, enthalpy, entropy, and heat-capacity, for a binary system during a single

titration experiment. However, this method is time-consuming, demands rela-

tively large quantities of proteins, and has limitations for assessing the binding

affinity [3].

For studies of compound binding to target protein, ITC experiments are typi-

cally performed in the calorimeter with solution of target protein in the cell and

ligand in the syringe. The ligand from syringe is injected at constant temper-

ature into the cell preloaded with protein solution until all binding sites of the

protein become occupied by the ligand. The absorbed or released heat caused by

biomolecular interactions is directly measured. Beneficially, ITC does not require

biomolecules to be labeled, modified, or immobilized [331].

ITC measurements were performed using a VP-ITC instrument (Microcal Inc.)

with 250 µL of 40µM–60 µM ligand solution in the syringe and 2 mL of 4µM–6 µM

protein solution in the cell (active volume 1.4315 mL). A typical experiment con-

sisted of 25 injections (10µL each) added at 200 s–240 s intervals. In order to

determine the pH dependence of the observed binding enthalpy, experiments were

performed at 25 ◦C and 37 ◦C in 50 mM phosphate or 50 mM Tris buffer contain-

ing 100 mM NaCl at pH 5.5–9.5 with a final DMSO concentration of 1 %, equal in

the syringe and the cell. Data were integrated, fitted, and analyzed as previously

described [332]. All experiments were repeated at least twice.

7.3 Observed and intrinsic thermodynamic parameters

The experiment of measuring the interaction between CA isoform and inhibitor

by any enzymatic or biophysical method always provides the observed binding

parameters. However, they do not represent the true binding affinity because

both the CA and inhibitor exist in different protonation states in the solution

as compared with ones in the complex. Thus, the protonation-deprotonation

reactions are necessary to initiate the binding of inhibitor to CA. To obtain the

intrinsic parameters, energetic contribution of protonation reactions should be

subtracted. Only intrinsic values do not depend on pH or buffer and therefore are

significant for the rational drug design.

Several reactions occur during the interaction between CA VI and the inhibitor:

protonation of zinc-bound hydroxide ion in the active site of CA VI, deprotona-

tion of inhibitor sulfonamide group, bond formation between CA VI and inhibitor,

and compensating protonation–deprotonation reactions of the buffer. They sig-

nificantly influence the changes in thermodynamics upon the binding reaction.

Intrinsic binding constant (Kb intr) is directly related to the observed binding

constant (Kb obs) and inversely related to the fractions of deprotonated inhibitor

and protonated zinc-bound hydroxide anion of CA VI.
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Kb intr =
Kb obs

fCAZnH2O
fRSO2NH−

(1)

The fractions of deprotonated sulfonamide inhibitor and CA VI with the pro-

tonated hydroxide ion (water molecule) bound to zinc in the active site can be

calculated if both the pKa of sulfonamide amino group (pKa,SA) and the pKa of

water molecule in the active site of CA VI (pKa,CA) are known:

fRSO2NH− =
10pH−pKa,SA

1 + 10pH−pKa,SA
(2)

fCAZnH2O
=

10pKa,CA−pH

1 + 10pKa,CA−pH
(3)

Observed or intrinsic binding affinity is often reported by dissociation constant

(Kd), which can be evaluated according to equation 4. The smaller value of Kd,

the greater binding affinity of compound to target.

Kd =
1

Kb

(4)

Observed or intrinsic Kb and Kd values are associated with the change in observed

or intrinsic Gibbs energy for the binding reaction, ∆bG:

∆bG = −RT lnKb = −RT ln
1

Kd

= ∆bH − T∆bS (5)

The observed enthalpy (∆bHobs) determined by ITC is the sum of enthalpies

induced by the binding reaction and all protonation events, such as protonation en-

thalpies of buffer (∆pHbuf ), sulfonamide inhibitor (∆pHSA), and hydroxide bound

to zinc in the active site of CA VI (∆pHCA):

∆bHintr = ∆bHobs − nSA∆pHSA − nCA∆pHCA + nbuf∆pHbuf (6)

where nSA = fRSO2NH− – 1 is the number of protons released from the inhibitor

to buffer, nCA = 1 – fCAZnH2O
is the number of protons bound to zinc-bound

hydroxide of CA VI, and nbuf = nCA + nSA is the sum of uptaken or released

protons by buffer. The enthalpy of protonation of Tris and sodium phosphate

buffers is equal to -47.4 kJ mol−1 and -5.1 kJ mol−1, respectively, at 25 ◦C (or -

46.6 kJ mol−1 and -2.9 kJ mol−1, respectively, at 37 ◦C) [333].

The evaluation of Kb intr or ∆bHintr by the equation 1 or 6, respectively, is

suitable for all recombinant CA isoforms, which are catalytically active. The

intrinsic binding parameters allow correlations with ligand chemical structures

and provide valuable information about the nature of protein ligand recognition

phenomena.
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8 Methods applied in experiments with diverse

biological systems

8.1 Zebrafish embryos/larvae

Maintenance and exposure to the inhibitors

Zebrafish of the AB strain were maintained at 28.5 ◦C [334]. Embryos were col-

lected from the breeder tanks with a sieve, rinsed with the embryonic medium

(5.0 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.33 mM MgSO4, and 0.1 % w/v

methylene blue, Sigma-Aldrich), and placed in a petri dish containing the medium.

Normal embryos were randomly selected at 0 h–2 h post-fertilization (hpf) and

transferred into 6-well, flat bottom plates containing the embryonic medium. Dif-

ferent dilutions of inhibitors were added to each well. Zebrafish embryos were ex-

posed to 1 µM–1000 µM concentration of VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and EZA inhibitors.

In the control group, we included similar number of WT embryos (untreated) and

embryos exposed to 0.1 %–1.0 % of DMSO. In total, 5 sets of experiments were

carried out for each inhibitor. The embryos/larvae were examined every morning

for any debris and dead embryos and the wells were cleaned. The mortality of

embryos/larvae was noted every 24 h. The phenotypic appearance of the inhibitor

treated and control embryos/larvae were analyzed using light microscopy. The

images were taken using a Lumar V1.12 fluorescence stereomicroscope attached

to a camera with a 1.5× lens (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH). The images

were analyzed with AxioVision software versions 4.7 and 4.8. We used 5 days

post-fertilization (dpf) larvae for morphological examination using histochemical

staining.

Ethical statement

All experiments using zebrafish embryos/larvae were performed according to the

Provincial Government of eastern Finland Province Social and Health Department

Tampere Regional Service Unit protocol LSLH-2007–7254/Ym-23. The care was

taken to ameliorate suffering by euthanizing the zebrafish larvae by prolonged

immersion in the embryonic medium containing the overdose of tricaine.

Determination of inhibitor lethal concentrations

Dependences of zebrafish embryos/larvae mortality on the dosage of inhibitor

VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and EZA were evaluated at 120 hpf. Dose-dependent lethal-

ity curves were generated using Origin 7.0 (OriginLab). According to the survival

rate, half-maximal lethal concentrations (LC50) for each inhibitor were determined

using sigmoidal dose-response Hill model with Hill coefficient of 4–8.
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Histochemical analysis

To study the morphology of zebrafish larvae exposed to different concentration

of inhibitors, histochemical analysis was performed on 5 dpf experimental and

control zebrafish larvae. The 5 dpf zebrafish larvae were washed with phosphate

buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde in PBS for 3 h at room

temperature and the fixed larvae were transferred to 70 % ethanol and stored at

4 ◦C before being embedded in paraffin.

The further work was performed by Ashok Aspatwar (University of Tampere,

Finland). The paraffin-embedded samples were sectioned into 5µM slices for the

histochemical staining. The fixed sections containing samples were deparaffinized

in xylene, rehydrated in an alcohol series and histologically stained with Mayer’s

hematoxylin and eosin Y (both from Sigma-Aldrich). After dehydration, the slides

were mounted with EntellanNeu (Merck), examined, and photographed using a

Nikon Microphot microscope (Nikon Microphot-FXA). All these procedures were

carried out at room temperature.

8.2 Xenopus oocytes

Constructs, oocytes, and injections of cRNA

X. laevis females were purchased from Xenopus Express, Vernassal, France. Seg-

ments of ovarian lobules were surgically removed under sterile conditions from

frogs anesthetized with 1 g L−1 of 3-amino-benzoic acid ethylester (MS-222, Sigma-

Aldrich), and rendered hypothermic. After disection frogs were kept solitary in

a basin for one week to recover. The wound was checked regularly for infections.

The procedure was approved by the Landesuntersuchungsamt Rheinland-Pfalz,

Koblenz (23 177–07/A07–2-003 §6). Afterwards the oocytes were dispersed by col-

lagenase (Collagenase A, Roche) treatment and stored overnight in oocyte saline

(82.5 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, and

5 mM Hepes, pH 7.8) at 18 ◦C to recover. A detailed description of the frog dis-

section and processing of oocytes is given in [284]. Oocytes of the stages V and

VI were injected with 1 ng–6 ng of cRNA coding either for human CA II, CA IV,

CA IX, or CA XII, cloned into the Xenopus oocyte expression vector pGemHe-

Juel. Measurements were carried out 3–5 days after target cRNA microinjections.

For pH measurements, the oocyte saline was titrated to pH 7.4. In bicarbonate-

containing saline, 25 mM NaCl was replaced by an equivalent amount of NaHCO3

and the solution was aerated using 5 % CO2.
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Intracellular and extracellular pH measurements

Single-barreled microelectrodes were used to measure intracellular [H+] ([H+]i)

while double-barreled microelectrodes - for extracellular [H+] at outer membrane

surface ([H+]s). Their manufacture and application have been described previously

[284,335,336].

Briefly, microelectrodes were prepared from borosilicate glass capillaries which

were pulled to a needle using the electrode puller (Type PE-2, Narishige Scien-

tific Instruments Lab) and thereafter silanized by backfilling with a drop of 5 %

tri-N-butylchlorosilane (Selektophore, Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich) in 99.9 % pure car-

bon tetrachloride (Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich). For the pH-sensitive microelectrode,

the tip of silanized electrode was backfilled with a drop of H+-selective cocktail

(Hydrogen ionophore I-cocktail A, Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich) and filled up with 0.1 M

sodium citrate (pH 6.0). For the reference electrode, the tip of silanized electrode

was backfilled with 3 M KCl. The chlorinated silver wire was placed in each elec-

trode and fixed with dental wax. Double-barreled microelectrodes were made by

directly attaching both the reference and pH-sensitive microelectrodes by using

the electrode puller.

Before every experiment, the pH-sensitive microelectrode was calibrated using

Hepes-buffered solution at two different pH values (pH 7.4 and pH 6.8). Oocytes

were clamped to a holding potential of -40 mV. For [H+]i measurements, the

pH-sensitive electrode was located near the inner surface of the oocyte plasma

membrane and the reference electrode was positioned independently. For [H+]s

measurements, a double-barrelled microelectrode was gently pushed against the

outer cell membrane without penetrating the cell, ensured by the absence of nega-

tive (membrane) potential recorded by the reference electrode. Experiments were

performed at room temperature.

For data analysis, changes of electrode potential (EP) were plotted against the

corresponding pH and fitted by linear regression to obtain slope and intercept.

These parameters were applied to calculate pH and nanomolar [H+] values:

pH = intercept + slope× EP (7)

[H+] = 10−pH × 109 (8)

The absolute change of [H+]s (∆[H+]s) and the rate of change in [H+]i (∆[H+]i/∆t)

during application or removal of substrate (5 % CO2/25 mM HCO–
3 ) were deter-

mined after the exposure of Xenopus oocytes expressing certain CA isoform to

inhibitors or DMSO. The ∆[H+]i/∆t was calculated according to the slope of

a linear fit for the steepest part of the recorded trace representing [H+]i. Half-

maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) for the compound VD11-4-2 were de-
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termined using the sigmoidal dose-response Hill model with Hill coefficient of 0.5.

Mass spectrometry measurements using Xenopus oocytes

The MS method is based on following the 18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2

through several hydration and dehydration steps of CO2 and HCO–
3 [290, 337].

Briefly, isotopic CO2 species were distinguished according to a mass to charge ra-

tio (m/z) by this method. The reaction sequence of 18O loss from 13C18O18O (m/z

= 49) over the intermediate product 13C18O16O (m/z = 47) and the end prod-

uct 13C16O16O (m/z = 45) was monitored with a quadrupole mass spectrometer

(OmniStar GSD 320; Pfeiffer Vacuum). The relative 18O change, termed logarith-

mic 18O enrichment (LE), was calculated from the measured 45, 47, and 49 m/z

abundance as a function of time according to equation 9, where the numbers in

parentheses represent the amplitudes of corresponding mass peaks.

LE = log
[49]× 100

[45] + [47] + [49]
(9)

For the calculation of CA activity, the rate of 18O depletion was obtained from

the linear slope of the log enrichment over the time, using OriginPro 8.6. The

rate was compared with the corresponding rate of the non-catalyzed reaction.

Enzyme activity in units (U) was calculated from these two values as defined

previously [338]. From this definition, 1 U corresponds to 100 % stimulation of the

non-catalyzed 18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2.

The effect of 1 nM and 10 nM VD11-4-2 on CA IX activity was determined

in lysate of 20 native or CA IX-expressing oocytes at 25 ◦C. The non-catalyzed

reaction was determined for 5 min in the absence of inhibitor before the oocyte

lysate was added to the measuring cuvette. After the catalyzed reaction was

determined for 5 min, the increasing doses of inhibitor VD11-4-2 were added to

the same cuvette every 5 min and the catalyzed degradation was determined.

Statistics

Results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Student’s

t-test or, if possible, a paired t-test was used for the determination of significance

in differences. The p-value less than 0.05 was assumed to be significant (*p<0.05,

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001).
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8.3 Cancer cells

Cell culture

Human cervical (HeLa), lung (H460, A549), breast (MDA-MB-231), and pancre-

atic (AsPC-1) cancer cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium

(DMEM, Lonza) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS, Lonza). Cells

were exposed to hypoxic conditions in the hypoxic chamber (MACS VA500 mi-

croaerophilic workstation, Don Whitley Scientific) with 0.2 % O2, 5 % CO2, and

residual N2. Simultaneously, normoxic cells were grown in the humidified incuba-

tor with 21 % O2, 5 % CO2 at 37 ◦C.

Generating HeLa CA IX knockout cells

HeLa CA IX KO clones were established according to the previous study [339].

HeLa cells were routinely cultured in DMEM (Lonza) supplemented with 10 %

FBS and transfected with a vector containing a CA IX-CRISPR guide RNA (5′

CACCGGGGAATCCTCCTGCATCCG 3′) using linear polyethylenimine (Poly-

sciences Inc.). 24 h after transfection, selection with puromycin was started and

maintained for 48 h, after which monoclones were picked and routinely cultured.

After exposure to hypoxia (0.2 %, 24 h), an initial screening for CA IX expression

was performed by Western blotting (Figure 27), followed by genetic confirmation

of CA IX KO in clones that showed no CA IX expression. This was done by sin-

gle allele sequencing using the TOPOr TA Cloningr Kit (Invitrogen) according

to the manufacturer’s protocol. KO-causing mutations in the CA9 gene were

confirmed in two alleles per clone.

Experiments were performed by Gabor Gondi (Helmholtz Center for Environ-

mental Health, Germany) and Raymon Niemans (Maastricht University Medical

Centre, The Netherlands). I contributed to the clone cultivation and screening for

CA IX expression by Western blot during my internship at Maastricht University

Medical Centre.

Mass spectrometry measurements using human cancer cells

The total catalytic activity of extracellular CA isoforms in hypoxic MDA-MB-

231 and HeLa cancer cells was determined by monitoring the 18O depletion of

doubly labeled 13C18O2 at 24 ◦C, as described in the previous subsection using

Xenopus oocytes. Experiments were performed by Holger Becker (University of

Veterinary Medicine Hannover, Germany). MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in

Gibco Leibovitz-L15 medium (Life Technologies), supplemented with 10 % fetal

calf serum, 5 mM glucose, and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin, pH 7.4. HeLa cells

were cultured in RPMI-1640 Medium (Sigma Aldrich), supplemented with 10 %
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fetal calf serum and 1 % penicillin / streptomycin. Both cell lines were cultured

under hypoxia (1 % O2) for 3 days prior to measurements. Cells were trypsinized,

washed and resuspended in Hepes-buffered saline (143 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM

CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.2). For determination

of IC50 values, 2 cell culture plates (58 cm2), grown to 80 % confluence, were

used for every single measurement. To ensure an equal amount of cells within

one set of measurements, cells from several plates were pooled and then aliquoted

according to the number of tested inhibitor concentrations. For the determination

of IC50, the cell suspensions were incubated in the corresponding concentration

of inhibitor for up to 3 h. For every measurement, the non-catalyzed reaction was

determined for 6 min in the presence of inhibitor before cell suspension was added

to the measuring cuvette and the catalyzed reaction was determined for 8 min.

CA activity in the presence of inhibitor was normalized to the CA activity in the

absence of inhibitor. IC50 values were determined by Hill1 fit using OriginPro

8.6 (OriginLab). To investigate specificity of the inhibitors in HeLa WT and

HeLa CA IX KO cells, the non-catalyzed reaction was determined for 6 min in the

absence of inhibitor before a suspension of 5× 106 cells was added to the measuring

cuvette. After the catalyzed reaction was determined for 6 min, the inhibitor was

added to the cuvette and the reaction was determined for another 6 min.

Extracellular acidification (pH) assay

HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, and AsPC-1 cells were cultured in DMEM supple-

mented with 10 % FBS, whereas A549 cells were grown in home-made analogous

medium differing only by a lower amount of sodium bicarbonate (final concen-

tration 10 mM). Cell densities for each cell line were optimized to get ∼100 %

confluence at the end of experiment under normoxic and hypoxic (0.2 % O2) con-

ditions upon vehicle (0.05 % DMSO) treatment. Such conditions were necessary

to obtain the highest possible level of CA IX-dependent extracellular acidification.

Cells were plated in dishes of 6 cm diameter and allowed to attach overnight in

normoxia. The plating density is indicated in Table 3. The next day cells were

exposed to 5µM–50 µM doses of each inhibitor or DMSO for 72 h in parallel under

normoxic or hypoxic conditions and pH of the culture medium was measured at

the end of each experiment as previously reported [128]. Results are shown as a

difference between the pH of medium in the control plate (without seeded cells)

and the pH of medium in the targeted plate (cells exposed to the compound or

vehicle).
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Table 3: The plating density of HeLa, H460, A549, MDA-MB-231, and AsPC-1
cells for pH assay. Cells were exposed to the compounds under normoxia (21 %
O2) or hypoxia (0.2 % O2) for 72 h.

O2 21 % 0.2 %
HeLa 5.0× 104 cells/mL 7.5× 104 cells/mL
H460 5.0× 104 cells/mL 1.0× 105 cells/mL
A549 3.1× 104 cells/mL 6.2× 104 cells/mL

MDA-MB-231 1.2× 105 cells/mL 2.2× 105 cells/mL
AsPC-1 2.0× 105 cells/mL 3.7× 105 cells/mL

Cell viability assay

Cytotoxicity of inhibitors was determined by the alamarBluer cell viability as-

say (Life Technologies). Cell densities for HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, A549, and

AsPC-1 were optimized to get ∼80 % confluence at the end of experiment under

normoxic and hypoxic (0.2 % O2) conditions upon vehicle (0.25 % DMSO) treat-

ment. Briefly, cells were seeded in 96-well plates and allowed to attach overnight in

normoxia. The plating density is indicated in Table 4. On the next day, cells were

exposed to normoxia or hypoxia and medium was replaced with pre-incubated nor-

moxic or hypoxic medium with final concentrations of 10µM–150 µM of inhibitor

or DMSO. After 72 h, cells were incubated with 10 % alamarBluer for 2 h under

normoxia at 37 ◦C. The fluorescence signal was measured using the multi-mode

microplate reader (FLUOstarr Omega, BMG Labtech) at 580 nm (excitation at

540 nm). Response to treatments was quantified by evaluating EC50 values (the

concentration of inhibitor that leads to half-maximum viability response deter-

mined by Hill fit).

Table 4: The plating density of HeLa, H460, A549, MDA-MB-231, and AsPC-1
cells for cell viability assay. Cells were exposed to the compounds under normoxia
(21 % O2) or hypoxia (0.2 % O2) for 72 h, while AsPC-1 cells - for 48 h.

O2 21 % 0.2 %
HeLa 1.0× 104 cells/mL 1.5× 104 cells/mL
H460 7.5× 103 cells/mL 7.5× 103 cells/mL
A549 1.5× 104 cells/mL 3.5× 104 cells/mL

MDA-MB-231 1.5× 104 cells/mL 2.5× 104 cells/mL
AsPC-1 1.5× 105 cells/mL 1.5× 105 cells/mL

Clonogenic cell survival assays

Clonogenic survival of HeLa cell monolayers was evaluated using cell densities

applied in the extracellular acidification assay to determine the effect of inhibitors

on the clonogenic cell survival while having the same acidification conditions. Cells

were exposed to 10 µM–50 µM VR16-09, VD11-4-2, VD12-09, or 0.05 % DMSO
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for 72 h upon normoxic or hypoxic conditions (0.2 % O2). Such doses of inhibitors

significantly reduced hypoxia-induced acidification. Then cells were trypsinized,

reseeded in triplicate with known cell densities and allowed to form colonies for

14 days. To test inhibitors in 3D cell models, non-hypoxic and hypoxic H460

spheroids were exposed to 5 µM–15 µM doses of VR16-09 or 0.25 % DMSO for 24 h

on day 4 or day 11, respectively. Single cell suspensions were prepared and cells

were plated in triplicate with known cell densities and allowed to form colonies for

14 days. Colonies were quantified after staining and fixation with 0.4 % methylene

blue in 70 % ethanol. Surviving fraction was normalized to vehicle (DMSO).

Spheroid growth

To prepare plates for the growth of attachment-free H460 spheroids, autoclaved

1.5 % w/v agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) was dispensed in the inner 60 wells of 96-

well plates (50 µM/well) and left for polymerization at room temperature for 30

min. H460 cells were plated in modified 96-well plates to the surface of agarose

menisci with a density of 2.5× 103 cells/mL. The DMEM was refreshed every 2

days. After 7 or 11 days in culture, spheroids were incubated with 20 µg mL−1

pimonidazole (PIMO, Hypoxyprobe-1, HP-1000, BioConnect) for 2 h at 37 ◦C, col-

lected and cryoconserved for immunofluorescence analysis. In parallel 4 or 11 days

after cell seeding, spheroids of homogeneous volume were treated with 5µM–15 µM

VR16-09 or 0.25 % DMSO for 24 h and collected for clonogenic survival assay.

Western blot

Protein isolates were prepared by incubating scraped cells in RIPA buffer on ice for

30 min, followed by centrifugation to remove cell debris. Protein concentrations

were determined using Bradford protein quantification reagent (BioRad). Western

blot was performed using primary antibodies, including mouse anti-CA IX (M75,

1:40, kindly provided by Prof. Silvia Pastorekova, Institute of Virology, Slovak

Academy of Science, Slovak Republic), mouse anti-CA XII (clone 15A4, 1:100,

kindly provided by Prof. Aurelija Žvirblienė, Institute of Biotechnology, Vil-

nius University, Lithuania), rabbit anti-MCT1 (1:100), rabbit anti-MCT4 (1:400,

kindly provided by Holger M. Becker, University of Veterinary Medicine Han-

nover, Hannover, Germany), rabbit anti-lamin A (1:10 000 , Sigma-Aldrich), and

mouse anti-actin (1:2 000 000 , MP Biomedicals). Primary antibodies were in-

cubated overnight at 4 ◦C, whereas horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary an-

tibodies (1:2000, Cell Signaling) were incubated for 1 h at room temperature.

Amersham ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare Life Sci-

ences) was applied for the detection of CA XII, MCT1, MCT4, and lamin A, while

SuperSignalTM West Pico PLUS Chemiluminescent Substrate (Life Technologies)
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was used for the visualization of CA IX and actin.

Immunofluorescence analysis

H460 spheroids of day 7 and day 11 were cryoconserved. Frozen sections (7µm) of

spheroids were fixed in acetone (4 ◦C, 10 min), air-dried and rehydrated in PBS.

Non-specific binding was blocked by incubation with 0.5 % goat serum in PBS for

30 min at room temperature. Sections were stained (37 ◦C, 1 h) using primary rab-

bit anti-PIMO (1:250) or mouse anti-CA IX (1:100, M75), followed by incubation

(37 ◦C, 1 h) with secondary goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluorr 488 or goat anti-mouse

Alexa Fluorr 594, respectively (both 1:500, from Invitrogen). Nuclei were stained

with DAPI (2-(4-Amidinophenyl)-1H -indole-6-carboxamidine, final concentration

5 µg mL−1, Life Technologies) for 2 min at room temperature. Staining without

primary antibody was used as negative control. Sections were viewed at 10×
magnification by Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc.).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (version 6.01). A non-

parametric Mann-Whitney U test for small groups was applied to evaluate the

statistical significance of differences between two independent groups of variables

and the p-value less than 0.05 was assumed to be significant (*p<0.05, **p<0.01,

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001).
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9 Inhibitor binding to the native and recombi-

nant carbonic anhydrase VI

This part of my thesis project was undertaken to elucidate differences in inhibitor

binding affinity to the native CA VI from human saliva and two forms of recom-

binant CA VI from E. coli and mammalian FreeStyle 293-F cells to determine

whether the recombinant CA VI is an appropriate in vitro model of the native

CA VI for inhibitor binding reactions.

Thermodynamics of inhibitor binding to CA VI

Two types of variables can be distinguished when binding reactions are performed:

the observed parameters obtained from experimental setup and the intrinsic val-

ues calculated according to the corresponding observed data. Observed binding

affinity is disadvantageous due to the dependency on buffer or pH and thus has

limited utility for the rational drug design. However, observed values are useful

to compare binding affinities of a series of compounds towards one target using

the same experimental conditions.

In this study, observed binding affinities represented by Kd obs values of twenty

five fluorinated (1–3w) and three nonfluorinated (6a–6c) benzenesulfonamides as

inhibitors of native and recombinant CA VI were investigated. Structures of tested

compounds are shown in Figure 7. AZM, BSA, and EZA were used as controls.

The measured Kd obs values are indicated in Figure 8 in the order of increasing

Kd intr (discussed below) and are listed in Table 5. The Kd obs values ranged from

130 nM to 25 000 nM (for inhibitors 3p and 3b, respectively). The most potent

inhibitors 3e, 3j, and 3p of the recombinant CA VI (from E. coli) and native CA VI

bound with Kd obs in the range of 130 nM to 180 nM. Compound 3b exhibited the

weakest binding affinity to CA VI from both human saliva and bacteria (Kd obs

were 15 000 nM–25 000 nM).

To determine the inhibitor binding affinity towards CA VI from three sources,

eight compounds were selected and their interactions with three forms of CA VI

were evaluated by FTSA. The differences in Kd obs were essentially identical for the
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Figure 7: Structures of inhibitors 1, 2, 3a–w, 6a–6c, AZM, BSA, and EZA. Com-
pounds are ranked in the order of decreasing intrinsic affinity towards CA VI.

most compounds and did not exceed 2-fold, the error margin of the experiment.

The tested compounds exhibited moderate observed affinities towards CA VI in

the submicromolar to double-digit nanomolar range.

The comparison between binding affinities of corresponding fluorinated and

nonfluorinated compounds (3c vs 6a, 3e vs 6b, and 3o vs 6c) showed that the flu-
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Figure 8: Comparison of experimentally measured Kd obs with the calculated in-
trinsic Kd intr. The Kd obs values of inhibitor for binding to the native CA VI (from
human saliva) and the recombinant CA VI (from E. coli and mammalian FreeStyle
293-F cells) were determined by FTSA (extrapolated to 37 ◦C, performed at pH
7.0). Data are presented as average ± standard deviation (SD) of three indepen-
dent experiments. The Kd intr of binding to the recombinant CA VI from bacteria
were calculated according to equation 1 from the average value of Kd obs.

orination significantly increased the observed binding affinity and diminished the

pKa of sulfonamide amino group. For example, Kd obs for 6a and 3c binding to na-

tive CA VI increased 29-fold upon fluorination (from 6700 nM to 230 nM), whereas

Kd obs for 6b and 3e increased the affinity 18-fold (from 3300 nM to 180 nM). Flu-

orines decreased the pKa of sulfonamide group significantly, the pKa values of

sulfonamide amino group of 6a and 3c were 9.96 and 8.14, respectively, while

pKas of 6b and 3e were 10.20 and 8.15, respectively (Table 5).

Figure 9A represents the binding of EZA to CA VI isolated from three sources

as a function of pH and indicates the significant effect of pH on ∆bGobs for the

binding reaction, which was evaluated according to Kd obs by equation 5. The

strongest interaction was observed near neutral pH and became weaker both in

acidic and alkaline pH. Diminished affinity in acidic solution was found because

only the deprotonated form of the sulfonamide inhibitor can bind CA. At lower

pH, the concentration of the deprotonated sulfonamide was diminished by 10-fold

with every pH unit and thus the Kd obs increased 10-fold with every pH unit.

Similarly, in alkaline solution, the inhibitor affinity decreased because only the

CA protein with the zinc-bound protonated hydroxide in the active site can bind

the inhibitor and upon increasing pH this fraction of CA decreased.
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Table 5: The Kd values for the interaction between inhibitor and diverse forms of
CA VI prepared by three procedures: two recombinant CA VI were obtained from
E. coli bacteria and mammalian FreeStyle 293-F cells, while the native CA VI
was purified from human saliva. The pKa values of applied sulfonamide amino
group (pKa,SA) are indicated [340]. The observed values (Kd obs) for all three
CA VI forms were determined experimentally by FTSA (extrapolated to 37 ◦C,
performed at pH 7.0), while the intrinsic affinities (Kd intr) of sulfonamide binding
to the recombinant CA VI from bacteria E. coli were calculated. The binding of
several compounds was confirmed by ITC (values are given in the brackets). ND
- not determined.

Compound pKa,SA

Kd obs (nM) Kd intr (nM)
Recombinant Recombinant Native Recombinant
CA VI from CA VI from CA VI from CA VI from

E. coli mammalian cells human saliva E. coli
1 8.21 480 ND 430 4.8
2 8.12 650 770 1000 3.3
3a 8.84 890 1900 1100 2.0
3b 8.82 25 000 ND 15 000 70
3c 8.14 350 330 230 1.1
3d 7.28 200 ND 170 0.96
3e 8.15 180 (200) ND 180 0.59
3f 8.14 910 ND 1000 5.9
3g 7.97 850 ND 830 2.7
3h 8.49 3200 3100 3600 5.1
3i 7.80 380 ND 330 0.98
3j 7.07 150 ND 140 1.7
3k 7.86 320 ND 310 1.9
3l 8.53 430 ND 400 1.8

3m 8.47 1200 2300 2000 2.2
3n 8.61 610 ND 630 1.0
3o 8.05 310 ND 230 1.1
3p 7.22 160 ND 130 2.9
3q 8.61 1700 2000 2500 2.0
3r 8.12 12 000 ND 14 000 110
3s 8.02 860 ND 920 7.2
3t 7.83 330 ND 330 2.3
3u 8.58 610 ND 670 0.90
3v 7.69 270 ND 250 1.4
3w 7.69 150 ND 200 0.99
6a 9.96 5400 ND 6700 0.38
6b 10.20 3500 ND 3300 0.11
6c 10.12 2400 ND 2400 0.11

BSA 10.04 14 000 ND 13 000 1.4
AZM 7.03 220 400 150 9.8
EZA 7.82 33 (53) 130 110 (130) 0.29
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Figure 9: (A) Comparison of ∆bGobs of EZA binding to CA VI purified from three
sources (human saliva, mammalian FreeStyle 293-F cells, and bacteria E. coli) as
a function of pH (extrapolated to 37 ◦C). Solid and dashed curves were fitted ac-
cording to equation 1 recalculated to Gibbs energies. Experiments were performed
in universal buffer prepared of 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM sodium acetate,
and 25 mM sodium borate. (B) The ∆bHobs of EZA binding to the recombinant
CA VI from bacteria as a function of pH in two different buffers (sodium phos-
phate (Pi) and Tris), which have different protonation enthalpies. Experiments
were carried out by ITC at 37 ◦C. The dashed line shows the intrinsic binding en-
thalpy, which is independent of pH. Solid curves were fitted according to equation
6.

The ∆bHobs depended on the buffer and pH of the experiments, as shown in

Figure 9B. More than 20 kJ mol−1 differences in binding enthalpies were observed

in same buffer at different pHs (at 25 ◦C using Tris: -65.7 kJ mol−1 at pH 5.6,

-45.3 kJ mol−1 at pH 9.2 (data not shown); at 25 ◦C using sodium phosphate:

-38.4 kJ mol−1 at pH 5.2, -67.0 kJ mol−1 at pH 7.9 (data not shown); at 37 ◦C

using Tris: -66.8 kJ mol−1 at pH 6.5, -50.0 kJ mol−1 at pH 8.5; at 37 ◦C using

sodium phosphate: -49.5 kJ mol−1 at pH 5.5, -88.2 kJ mol−1 at pH 8.5). A slight

inconsistency between the model and observed values of binding enthalpy at lower

pHs in Tris buffer, especially at 37 ◦C, was due to pH instability and low buffering

capacity of Tris in acidic solution.

Intrinsic thermodynamics of inhibitor binding to CA VI

To investigate the structure-activity relationships, pH-independent, intrinsic pa-

rameters must be obtained by dissecting protonation and deprotonation contri-

butions. The Kd intr values for interactions between the recombinant CA VI and

investigated series of compounds were calculated using equation 1 in subsection

7.3. They are shown in Figure 8 in the order of decreasing intrinsic affinity and

listed in the last column of Table 5.

The largest differences between the Kd obs and Kd intr values were observed for

nonfluorinated benzenesulfonamides (6a, 6b, and 6c), where the binding to CA VI
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differed 14 000 , 32 000 , and 22 000-fold, respectively. The most potent inhibitors

according to their Kd obs were 3e, 3p, and 3j, while the strongest binders were

respective nonfluorinated compounds according to calculated intrinsic data. The

Kd intr for 3e, 3p, and 3j binding to CA VI spanned the range of 0.59 nM to 2.7 nM,

whereas Kd intr for 6a, 6b, and 6c binding to same CA VI were in the range of

0.11 nM to 0.39 nM. The 3b and 3r were the weakest binders not only according

to observed thermodynamics (Kd obs 25 000 nM and 12 000 nM, respectively), but

also by intrinsic parameters (Kd intr 70 nM and 110 nM, respectively). Only three

compounds (1, 3j, and 3p) exhibited lower than 100-fold difference between the

Kd obs and Kd intr.

The chemical structure analysis of compound binding to CA VI showed that

fluorinated compounds 3a-3w bearing different substituents at para position bound

to CA VI stronger than BSA itself. Intrinsic parameters indicated that fluorination

of benzenesulfonamide ring weakened compound binding to CA VI. The strongest

intrinsic interaction between inhibitor and CA VI was obtained when inhibitor did

not possess any fluorine in benzenesulfonamide scaffold and contained a hydropho-

bic substituent in its para position, such as SCH2CH2CH3 (6b) and SCH2CH2Ph

(6c). Replacement of the methyl group by hydrophilic hydroxyl group (6a) weak-

ened the interaction more than 3-fold. Considering the intrinsic parameters of

fluorinated 3a-3w binding to CA VI, the hydrophobic contacts between chemical

compound and CA VI appeared to be significant. The strongest binder from a se-

ries of 3a-3w compounds was identified to be 3e with SCH2CH2CH3 group on para

position. The exchange of methyl group by hydroxyl group made the interaction

between inhibitor 3d and protein approximately twice weaker. Moreover, a signif-

icant decrease of binding affinity was observed for interactions between inhibitors

bearing hydrophilic carboxyl groups (3f, 3g, and 3h) and CA VI. Apparently, the

size of para substituent had no relevant influence on binding affinity. Inhibitor 3u

bearing a large 1-adamantylamino group exhibited similar binding affinity as 3e

possessing a small SCH2CH2CH3 group, as found from the intrinsic parameters

that differed less than 2-fold (0.59 nM for 3e and 0.90 nM for 3u), whereas the

observed parameters differed more than 3-fold (180 nM for 3e and 610 nM for 3u).

These results demonstrated that the intrinsic thermodynamics could lead to the

design of more potent inhibitors of CA VI.

To evaluate intrinsic thermodynamics of an inhibitor binding to the recom-

binant CA VI from bacteria, it is also necessary to determine the enthalpy of

deprotonation of sulfonamide (∆pHSA) in addition to its pKa and the enthalpy of

protonation of zinc-bound hydroxide ion in CA active site (∆pHCA) and its pKa.

Table 6 lists the thermodynamic parameters of protonation of EZA sulfonamide

group and zinc-bound hydroxide anion of CA VI. The ∆pHCA was determined by

performing ITC titrations of the recombinant CA VI from E. coli with EZA as a
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function of pH in two buffers of highly different protonation enthalpies, namely,

sodium phosphate and Tris (Figure 9B). This entire ITC procedure using two

buffers of a series of pHs for the titration of CA VI with EZA was repeated at

25 ◦C and 37 ◦C to get an estimate of the heat capacity of EZA binding (∆Cp

= -0.63 kJ mol−1 K−1). More than 30 mg of CA VI was required to titrate one

inhibitor at various pH in at least two buffer systems at two different tempera-

tures, while the purification yield of CA VI from bacteria usually did not exceed

10 mg from 15 g–20 g of biomass. The ∆pHCA was determined to be exothermic

(-32.0 kJ mol−1 at 25 ◦C, -29.0 kJ mol−1 at 37 ◦C).

The pKa values of zinc-bound hydroxide/water molecule of CA VI from human

saliva and mammalian FreeStyle 293-F cells matched each other (5.5 at 37 ◦C).

Due to low yield of the native CA VI and the recombinant CA VI from mammalian

cells, the pKa values were determined only by FTSA. However, the pKa for CA VI

from E. coli was found to be higher (6.0 at 37 ◦C), as determined by both FTSA

and ITC. The differences in pKa of zinc-bound hydroxide anion in CA active

site from different sources could be influenced by protein length as well as post-

translational modifications, which are absent in bacteria.

Table 6: Thermodynamic parameters of protonation of EZA sulfonamide group
and zinc-bound hydroxide anion of CA VI isolated from three sources. The
pKa values for the zinc-bound hydroxide anion of CA VI from both mammalian
FreeStyle 293-F cells and human saliva were determined by FTSA. The data for
CA VI from E. coli were confirmed by both FTSA and ITC. ND - not determined.

Protein/ Source T pKa ∆pG ∆pH T∆pS
inhibitor (◦C) (kJ mol−1) (kJ mol−1) (kJ mol−1)
CA VI Human saliva 37 5.5 -31.4 ND ND
CA VI Mammalian cells 37 5.5 -31.4 ND ND
CA VI Bacteria 25 6.2 -35.4 -32.0 3.4
CA VI Bacteria 37 6.0 -34.2 -29.0 5.2
EZA∗ - 25 8.0 -45.7 -29.5 16.2

∗ Data reported previously [341]

Intrinsic thermodynamic parameters of EZA binding to the recombinant CA VI

from bacteria are listed in Table 7. According to intrinsic values, the binding of

EZA to CA VI was enthalpy driven as compared with the entropic contribution

(T ∆bS).

Table 7: Intrinsic thermodynamics of the deprotonated EZA anion binding to
CA VI containing a water molecule (protonated hydroxide ion) in the active site.

Protein T ∆bHintr Kb intr ∆bGintr T∆bSintr

(◦C) (kJ mol−1) (M−1) (kJ mol−1) (kJ mol−1)
CA VI 25 -58.0 2.8× 109 -53.9 -4.1
CA VI 37 -65.5 1.3× 109 -54.1 -11.4
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Thermal stability profiles

Figure 10 shows that the thermal stability of CA VI from E. coli and human saliva

was highly affected by the buffer and its pH. The higher Tm shows the conditions

when the protein is thermally more stable. The native salivary CA VI was more

stable than recombinant CA VI from E. coli in most buffers and pH by 4 ◦C to

6 ◦C. The proteins were the most stable in sodium acetate buffers at pH 5.0–5.5.

Similar effect was observed in Mes buffers at pH 5.0–6.0. The CA VI isozymes

were significantly destabilized toward alkaline pH, especially in Hepes and Tris

buffers at pH 8.0–9.0.
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Figure 10: Thermal stabilities of native CA VI from human saliva (A) and recom-
binant CA VI from E. coli (B) in various solution conditions. The dependence
of protein melting temperature (Tm) on pH was determined in various buffers
(100 mM): Tris, Hepes, sodium phosphate (NaPi), sodium citrate (NaCitrate),
Mes, Pipes, sodium carbonate (NaiCO3), and sodium acetate (NaAcetate).

10 Action of inhibitors in biological systems

By routinely producing the recombinant CA VI from bacteria and performing

FTSA experiments to measure CA VI-inhibitor binding, I contributed to the

screening of over 200 compounds designed at the Department of Biothermody-

namics and Drug Design (Institute of Biotechnology, Vilnius university). The aim

was to discover the compound exhibiting the most favorable properties against

CA IX, the anti-cancer target, and low affinity toward other CA isoforms, such as

CA VI. This collaborative work of chemists, biochemist, and biophysicists led to

the important publication describing two lead fluorinated benzenesulfonamides,

named VD11-4-2 and VD12-09, as extraordinary strong picomolar binders and se-

lective inhibitors of CA IX [342]. Their structures and binding affinities are shown

in Table 8. For further development of lead compounds, it was crucial to involve

diverse biological model systems to confirm their in vitro efficacy. Thus, studies
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10. Action of inhibitors in biological systems

applying zebrafish embryos/larvae, Xenopus oocytes, and human cancer cells were

conducted for the biological evaluation of discovered lead CA IX inhibitors.

Table 8: Structures and binding affinities of compounds applied in biological assays
of this study. Kd obs values of VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and VR16-09 for the binding
with twelve human recombinant CA isoforms were determined by FTSA (extrap-
olated to 37 ◦C, performed at pH 7.0). The synthesis, binding and inhibition
profiles of compounds VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 were previously published [342].

Kd obs (nM)

CA isoform

SO2NH2

N
H

SO2

FF

F

OH

VD11-4-2

SO2NH2

S

N
H

F

F

OH

F

VD12-09

SO2NH2

S

N
H

F

F F

HOOC

VR16-09

CA I 710 50 000 ≥ 200 000
CA II 60 1300 ≥ 200 000
CA III 40 000 ≥ 200 000 ≥ 200 000
CA IV 25 1700 ≥ 200 000
CA VA 2500 3300 ≥ 200 000
CA VB 5.6 210 45 000
CA VI 95 4300 ≥ 200 000
CA VII 9.8 330 37 000
CAIX 0.05 1.1 0.16
CA XII 3.3 330 710
CA XIII 3.6 140 20
CA XIV 1.6 170 170

10.1 Toxic effects of inhibitors on zebrafish embryos/larvae

Lethal concentrations

Results of five experiments employing over 2300 zebrafish embryos showed the

dose-dependent lethal effects of VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and EZA (a non-selective

CA inhibitor) on the development of 120 hpf zebrafish after treatment for 5 days.

VD12-09 had a significant impact on zebrafish mortality, which was comparable to

EZA (LC50 were 13 µM and 9µM, respectively). VD11-4-2 exhibited the highest

LC50 value (120µM) among the tested compounds (Figure 11).

Phenotype defects

Zebrafish embryos were exposed to diverse doses of VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and EZA

at 0 hpf–2 hpf and their phenotypes were observed after 24 h (Figure 12). The

highest concentration of compounds in this study was 1000µM. This dose of the
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Figure 11: The dependence of zebrafish survival at 120 hpf on the dose of in-
hibitors: (A) VD11-4-2 ( ), VD12-09 (�); (B) EZA. Data points were obtained
experimentally, while the solid lines were simulated according to the Hill model
(Hill coefficient 4–8).

tested compounds had a significant impact on the survival of zebrafish embryos.

Even though this concentration of VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 was lethal, the appear-

ances of dead embryos were observed to be variable. The appearance of dead

embryos exposed to 1000µM VD11-4-2 was completely dark, while dead embryos

were partially transparent after the treatment with 1000 µM VD12-09.

Lower than 1000µM doses of tested compounds also significantly affected ze-

brafish development. The lethal impact on zebrafish embryos was found using

500µM VD11-4-2. Several phenotype defects, such as abnormal body shape and

reduction of the body pigmentation, were observed when embryos were exposed

to 100 µM–250 µM VD11-4-2. The inhibitor VD12-09 appeared to be more lethal

than VD11-4-2. Zebrafish embryos treated with the concentration higher than

60µM VD12-09 were dead at 24 hpf. No abnormalities were found when 20 µM

VD12-09 was applied. Moreover, EZA influenced the survival of embryos at 24 hpf.

The coagulations and dark debris were detected when embryos were treated with

1000µM of EZA. Lower concentrations, such as 100 µM EZA, slightly affected the

phenotypic appearance of embryos and reduced their pigmentation. The lowest

investigated concentration of 1 µM VD11-4-2, VD12-09, or EZA did not cause any

mortality in zebrafish embryos and their phenotype appeared normal.

The impact of tested inhibitors on the zebrafish exposed for 5 days was de-

termined. The phenotypes of 120 hpf alive zebrafish larvae were found to be less

severe when treated with VD11-4-2 or VD12-09 than EZA. Zebrafish larvae ex-

posed to 10 µM EZA showed severe developmental abnormalities, such as pericar-

dial edema, unutilized yolk, and abnormal body shape (Figure 13A). These defects

of zebrafish larvae were not found after the treatment with VD compounds (13B

for VD11-4-2).

Interestingly, the hatching rate of 48 hpf zebrafish embryos was affected by one
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10. Action of inhibitors in biological systems

Figure 12: The phenotype of zebrafish embryos exposed to VD11-4-2, VD12-09,
or EZA at 24 hpf.

 

A B C

Figure 13: The phenotype of 120 hpf zebrafish larvae after the treatment with
10µM EZA (A) or 100 µM VD11-4-2 (B) for 5 days and untreated WT control
(C). Arrows in panel A indicate pericardial edema.

of the tested inhibitors. Figure 14 shows that 10 µM VD12-09 delayed the hatch-

ing time, whereas 120 µM VD11-4-2 and 10µM EZA did not affect the hatching

significantly as compared with the hatching times of WT zebrafish. The fractions

of embryos that came out of the chorion at 72 hpf did not vary significantly af-

ter the treatment with VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and EZA. Thus, VD12-09 caused a

temporary delay in hatching time, while other inhibitors did not exhibit the same

effect.
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Figure 14: Hatching rates of 48 hpf and 72 hpf zebrafish embryos, which were
untreated or exposed to the inhibitors or 0.1 % DMSO. VD12-09 delayed the
hatching time at 48 hpf.

Morphological changes

To identify tissue alterations, the morphological changes were studied in 5 dpf

larvae treated with 15µM VD12-09 and 125µM VD11-4-2 and compared with

DMSO-, 20 µM EZA-treated, and untreated WT controls (Figure 15). After

staining with hematoxylin and eosin, the Semithin sagittal sections of the lar-

vae, previously exposed to VD11-4-2 and VD12-09, did not show any apparent

morphological changes as compared with the DMSO-treated and untreated WT

control larvae.

A B

C D E

WT 1 % DMSO

20 µM EZA 15 µM VD12-09 125 µM VD11-4-2

Figure 15: Histochemical images of the 5 dpf zebrafish larvae. The hematoxylin
and eosin staining of WT zebrafish (A) and zebrafish exposed to 1 % DMSO
(B), 20µM EZA (C), 15µM VD12-09 (D), or 125 µM VD11-4-2 (E). Images were
selected from five independent groups of experiments. The sagittal sections showed
no apparent morphological changes of zebrafish larvae treated with VD11-4-2,
VD12-09, or EZA.
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10. Action of inhibitors in biological systems

10.2 Affinity and selectivity properties of inhibitors in Xeno-

pus oocytes

Microelectrode-monitored inhibition of intracellular CA IX

Klier and colleagues previously showed that ∼80 % of the heterologous CA IX is lo-

cated inside the Xenopus oocyte [292]. Therefore, the inhibitory potencies of com-

pounds VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 against the heterologous intracellular CA IX and

CA II were determined by measuring ∆[H+]i/∆t with single-barreled pH-sensitive

microelectrodes during repeated application of CO2/HCO–
3 solution. Acid tran-

sients were recorded in native oocytes and oocytes injected with 5 ng CA IX-cRNA

or 6 ng CA II-cRNA in the absence and presence of each inhibitor.

Panels A and B of Figure 16 show the acid transients during application of 5 %

CO2/ 25 mM HCO–
3 buffer in the oocytes injected with CA II-cRNA or CA IX-

cRNA, respectively. Compared with native oocytes, the rate of acidification in-

creased from 25.4± 2.9 nM min−1 to 82.0± 8.8 nM min−1 and 137.5± 14.7 nM min−1

for CA IX and CA II cRNA injected oocytes, respectively (Figure 16C–16E). No

impact of 10 µM VD11-4-2 on ∆[H+]i/∆t in CA II expressing oocytes was de-

tected and ∆[H+]i/∆t was evaluated to be 137.1± 17.1 nM min−1 (Figure 16D).

A different effect was observed in CA IX-expressing oocytes. The ∆[H+]i/∆t was

reduced from 82.0± 8.8 nM min−1 down to 20.3± 3.5 nM min−1 upon administra-

tion of 10 µM VD11-4-2 (Figure 16E). This value (20.3± 3.5 nM min−1) matched

the rate of 20.2± 1.4 nM min−1 obtained in native cells (w/o any CAs) treated

with the same dose of VD11-4-2 (Figure 16C). Moreover, VD11-4-2 was charac-

terized to be not washable from CA IX after exposure to the inhibitor for 15 min

and 45 min (∆[H+]i/∆t were 26.4± 2.9 nM min−1 and 27.7± 3.5 nM min−1, re-

spectively). Thus, VD11-4-2 was shown to be membrane-permeable inhibitor that

completely blocked the CA IX-generated rate of acidification at 10µM in Xenopus

oocytes.

In order to find the correlation between the cytosolic CA IX activity and

the amount of VD11-4-2 necessary for inhibition, the experiments of treating

CA IX-expressing oocytes with various VD11-4-2 concentrations and measuring

∆[H+]i/∆t were carried out (repeated 4 times). The lowest dose of VD11-4-2 was

1 nM. It was increased by 10-fold until 10 µM. Each concentration was tested on

two CO2/HCO–
3 applications (Figure 17). Average values were determined and

used for IC50 determination. The IC50 value for VD11-4-2 to inhibit intracellular

CA IX was determined using the sigmoidal dose-response Hill model (Figure 18).

Data points were obtained experimentally and represent the values of changes

in [H+]i when doses of 1 nM–10µM VD11-4-2 were applied on CA IX-expressing

oocytes. The rate of change in [H+]i from the first pulse in the absence of VD11-

4-2 was defined as 100 % CA IX activity. The [H+]i/∆t during the pulse in the
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Figure 16: Measurements of cytosolic H+ changes in native Xenopus oocytes (C)
and oocytes expressing target CA isoform (A, B, D, E). Cells were injected with
CA II-cRNA (A, D) or CA IX-cRNA (B, E) during application of CO2/HCO–

3

(from a nominally CO2-free, Hepes-buffered solution) in the absence and presence
of 10µM VD11-4-2 and after 15 min or 45 min of washing out. Red lines repre-
sent slopes which were used for the evaluation of ∆[H+]i/∆t. Asterisks indicate
significant difference between CA activity before and after addition of inhibitor
or washing it out (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001, n.s.: not significant).

presence of 10 µM VD11-4-2 was evaluated to be 0 % due to the complete inhi-

bition of CA IX catalytic activity using 10µM VD11-4-2 as shown in the Figure

16E. The intracellular pH in CA IX expressing oocytes was already affected by

1 nM VD11-4-2 and [H+]i/∆t decreased by ∼20 %. The fast rise of cytosolic [H+]

upon the exposure of CO2/HCO–
3 was reduced when the concentration of VD11-
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Figure 17: Recordings of [H+]i in oocytes injected with CA IX-cRNA during ap-
plication of CO2/HCO–

3 (from a nominally CO2-free, Hepes-buffered solution) in
the absence and presence of 1 nM to 10 nM of VD11-4-2.

Figure 18: The dependence of changes in [H+]i/t on the dose of VD11-4-2. Black
data points were obtained experimentally. The solid line was simulated according
to the Hill model (Hill coefficient 0.5).

4-2 was increased. The IC50 was found to be 15 nM. Thus, VD11-4-2 exhibited

the significant inhibitory potential toward the intracellular CA IX.

The inhibitor VD12-09 exhibited lower potential to inhibit activity of het-

erologous CA IX than VD11-4-2. Panels A and B in Figure 19 show the acid

transients representing the oocytes injected with CA II-cRNA or CA IX-cRNA,

respectively. The fast rise of [H+]i was not affected by 10µM VD12-09 in CA II-

expressing cells (Figure 19A, C) and was inhibited in CA IX-expressing cells from

87.5± 17.8 nM min−1 to 40.6± 6.9 nM min−1 (Figure 19B, D). Even though VD12-

09 displayed the selectivity towards CA IX, the CA IX inhibition effect was lower

as compared with the one of 10 µM VD11-4-2 and therefore inhibition of the in-

tracellular CA IX by VD12-09 was not further investigated.
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Figure 19: Measurements of cytosolic H+ changes in Xenopus oocytes expressing
target CA isoform. Cells were injected with CA II-cRNA (A, C) or CA IX-cRNA
(B, D) during application of CO2/HCO–

3 (from a nominally CO2-free, Hepes-
buffered solution) in the absence and presence of 10 µM VD12-09 and after 15 min
of washing out. Red lines represent slopes which were used for the evaluation of
∆[H+]i/∆t. Asterisks indicate significant difference between CA activity before
and after addition of inhibitor or washing it out (*p<0.05, n.s.: not significant).

Microelectrode-monitored inhibition of extracellular CA IX

Being an important therapeutic target, the mature CA IX is a homodimeric and

membrane-anchored protein displaying extracellular catalytic activity [108]. In

Xenopus oocytes, ∼20 % of CA IX is located outside at the membrane [292].

The sensitivity of extracellular CA IX activity to 10µM VD11-4-2 and VD12-09

was evaluated in oocytes by recording [H+]s and the reference potential (Eref )

using double-barreled pH-sensitive microelectrodes (Figure 20A). Changes in Eref

were negligible (≤2 mV) during the measurements and are not presented here. A

transient decrease in [H+]s was caused upon addition of CO2/HCO–
3 and a rise of

[H+]s was induced upon removal of CO2/HCO–
3 . The extracellular CA IX activity

was assessed by the amplitude of ∆[H+]s during the removal of CO2/HCO–
3 .

In the absence of inhibitors, ∆[H+]s was determined to be 15.6± 0.4 nM min−1

in native cells (Figure 20B), which increased to 63.0± 3.1 nM min−1 in CA IX-
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expressing oocytes (Figure 20C). The impact of VD11-4-2 on CA-mediated changes

of the extracellular pH in CA IX-expressing oocytes was significant, whereas no

significant effect of VD12-09 was found in this case. The amplitude of the acid

transient decreased to 22.1± 0.7 nM min−1 with 10µM VD11-4-2 (Figure 20C).

This ∆[H+]s correlated with the result of treating native cells with the same

dose of VD11-4-2 (14.5± 0.5 nM min−1, Figure 20B). Similarly to intracellular pH

measurements applying VD11-4-2 on CA IX-expressing oocytes, the interaction

between the heterologous extracellular CA IX and VD11-4-2 featured great affin-

ity and was shown to be essentially irreversible with ∆[H+]s of 34.0± 6.0 nM min−1

after 15 min of washing out (Figure 20C).
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Figure 20: Measurements of [H+]s in Xenopus oocytes injected with CA IX-cRNA
(A and C) and native oocytes (B) during application of CO2/HCO–

3 (from a nom-
inally CO2-free, Hepes-buffered solution) in the absence and in the presence of
10µM VD11-4-2 and after 15 min of washing out. Red lines represent amplitudes
which were used for the evaluation of ∆[H+]s. Asterisks indicate significant dif-
ference between CA activity before and after addition of inhibitor or washing it
out (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, n.s.: not significant).

The dependence of extracellular CA IX catalytic activity on added VD11-4-

2 concentration was determined. The amplitudes of ∆[H+]s transients after the

application of different doses of VD11-4-2 are shown in Figure 21. The highest

concentration of VD11-4-2 was 10 µM, which was decreased by 10-fold to 0.1 nM.

Each concentration was applied during two applications of CO2/HCO–
3 . The av-
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erage values were calculated and used for IC50 evaluation. Figure 22 shows the

+[H ]s

8 nM

20 min

-5% CO /25 mM HCO2 3

0.1 nM 1 nM 10 nM 1 µM  10 µM 
VD11-4-2

100 nM

Figure 21: Recordings of [H+]s in oocytes injected with CA IX-cRNA during ap-
plication of CO2/HCO–

3 (from a nominally CO2-free, Hepes-buffered solution) in
the absence and presence of 0.1 nM to 10 nM of VD11-4-2.

dose-response curve of changes in extracellular ∆[H+]s as a function of added

VD11-4-2 concentration. When higher concentrations of the inhibitor were used,

the amplitude of ∆[H+]s transient significantly decreased. Simulation of the de-

pendence according to Hill model yielded the extracellular IC50 of 25 nM, which

correlates with the intracellular IC50 value for VD11-4-2 (Figure 18). Thus, VD11-

4-2 exhibited high inhibitory potential towards both the heterologous intracellular

and extracellular CA IX in Xenopus oocytes.

Figure 22: The dependence of changes in [H+]s on the dose of VD11-4-2. Black
data points were obtained experimentally, while the solid line was simulated ac-
cording to the Hill model (Hill coefficient 0.5).

Characterization of inhibitor selectivity towards CA IX

The high selectivity of VD11-4-2 toward CA IX was also confirmed by determining

the inhibitory potential of the compound towards CA IV and CA XII. VD11-4-2

was shown to have a relatively minor effect on extracellular pH in CA IV-cRNA
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(Figure 23A, C) and CA XII-cRNA (Figure 23B, D) injected oocytes at 50 nM con-

centration. However, the administration of 10µM of VD11-4-2 resulted in ∆[H+]s

of 54.3± 5.7 nM min−1 and 26.5± 1.4 nM min−1 in oocytes expressing CA IV and

CA XII, respectively. Moreover, the effect of VD11-4-2 on CA IV was found to

be washable after 15 min, while non-washable for CA XII. These experiments sup-

ported the conclusion about the high selectivity of VD11-4-2 towards CA IX, but

not CA II, CA IV, or CA XII.
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Figure 23: Measurements of [H+]s in oocytes injected with 1 ng CA IV-cRNA
(A, C) or 5 ng CA XII-cRNA (B, D) during application of CO2/HCO–

3 (from
a nominally CO2-free, Hepes-buffered solution) in the absence and presence of
50 nM and 10 µM VD11-4-2 and after 15 min of washing out. Asterisks indicate
significant difference between CA activity before and after addition of inhibitor
or washing it out (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, n.s.: not significant).

Inhibition of CA IX evaluated by mass spectrometry

The activity of CA IX decreased by 25 % after the addition of 1 nM VD11-4-2

to oocyte lysate according to MS measurements (Figure 24A and 24B). In the

lysate of oocytes expressing CA IX, which was exposed to 10 nM of VD11-4-2, the

rate of 18O enrichment did not differ from the rate in the lysate of native cells

treated with the same dose of inhibitor. Therefore, the complete inhibition of
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CA IX activity was identified using 10 nM of VD11-4-2. These results confirmed

the outcome from intracellular and extracellular pH measurements highlighting

the nanomolar affinity of VD11-4-2 against CA IX.
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Figure 24: Recordings of the degradation of 18O-labeled CO2 (A) and evaluations
of CA IX activity (B) in the absence and presence of 1 nM and 10 nM VD11-4-2 in
lysed oocytes as measured by MS. The addition of oocyte lysate made from 20 cells
and different concentrations of VD11-4-2 are shown by arrows. Asterisks in the
upper part of the graph in panel B indicate significant difference between CA ac-
tivity before and after addition of inhibitor using CA IX-expressing oocytes, while
asterisks above the bars show difference between CA activity in native and CA IX-
expressing oocytes applying the same dose of inhibitor (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001, n.s.:
not significant).

10.3 Anti-proliferative and functional activities of inhibitors

in cancer cells

In addition to compounds VD11-4-2 and VD12-09, another discovered inhibitor

VR16-09 was included in the study. The structure and binding affinities of VR16-

09 to the recombinant human CA isoforms are indicated in Table 8. VR16-09

exhibited the high affinity in combination with greater selectivity than VD11-

4-2 and VD12-09 towards CA IX. The inhibitor VR16-09 has not been reported

by the publication so far. Therefore it was relevant to involve VR16-09 into the

biological investigation, particularly in human cancer cells, of lead CA IX-targeting

compounds.
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CA IX-dependent functional activities of inhibitors in cancer cells

The compounds VD11-4-2, VD12-09, and VR16-09 were evaluated for their bio-

logical functional activities in a panel of human cancer cell lines. The expression of

CA IX increased in hypoxic (0.2 % O2) A549 (lung), AsPC-1 (pancreatic), MDA-

MB-231 (breast), H460 (lung), and HeLa (cervical) cancer cells (Figure 25A),

whereas CA XII expression was similar under normoxia and hypoxia (Figure 25B).

First, the impact of compounds on the inhibition of total extracellular CA cat-

Lamin A

CA IX

70 kDa

55 kDa

N        H         N        H        N        H         N        H         N          H    

A549 AsPC-1 MDA-MB-231 H460 HeLa

N 

A549 AsPC-1 MDA-MB-231 H460 HeLa

Lamin A

CA XII

70 kDa

40 kDa

N N N N H H H H H

A

B

Figure 25: Western blot analysis of CA IX (A) and CA XII (B) expression in
A549, AsPC-1, MDA-MB-231, H460, and HeLa cells after exposure to normoxia
(N, 21 %) or hypoxia (H, 0.2 %) for 72 h. The MW of CA XII in HeLa was found to
be larger than in other tested cell lines, suggesting variability of CA XII isoforms
or their post-translational modifications in different cell lines. Lamin A was used
as loading control.

alytic activity in hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells was evaluated by determining the

rate of the CO2/HCO–
3 hydration/dehydration reaction via 18O depletion from

13C18O2, measured by MS. Addition of cell suspension resulted in an acceleration

of the reaction indicating the extracellular CA catalytic activity in hypoxic MDA-

MB-231 cells (Figure 26A). Pre-incubation of the cell suspension with VR16-09,

VD11-4-2, or VD12-09 resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in CA activity with

IC50 values of 1.29± 0.11 nM, 2.95± 0.69 nM, and 167.4± 1.3 nM, respectively

(Figure 26B–26D).

To verify the CA IX-specificity of investigated inhibitors, HeLa CA IX KO cells

were generated using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing. Two clones of HeLa cells

with knocked out CA IX were selected according to Western blot analysis (Figure

27), followed by the genetic confirmation of KO-causing mutations in the CA9

gene in two alleles per clone using single allele sequencing. Two HeLa CA IX KO

clones and HeLa WT cells were exposed to VR16-09, VD11-4-2, or VD12-09 at

concentrations of near maximum inhibition of extracellular CA activity in hypoxic

MDA-MB-231 cells. In both HeLa CA IX KO clones, VR16-09 (300 nM), VD11-4-

2 (300 nM), or VD12-09 (30µM) did not alter CA activity (Figure 28). However,
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Figure 26: IC50 determination of VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 in hypoxic
MDA-MB-231 cells. (A) Original recordings of the log enrichment of MDA-MB-
231 cells pre-incubated with VD11-4-2 for up to 3 h. The beginning of each trace
shows the rate of degradation of the 18O-labeled substrate in the non-catalyzed
reaction. (B-D) Relative CA activity in MDA-MB-231 cells, incubated under
hypoxia (1 % O2) for 3 days. Cells were pre-incubated with VR16-09 (B), VD11-
4-2 (C), or VD12-09 (D) for up to 3 h. CA activity was determined by MS gas-
analysis from the increase in the rate of log enrichment after addition of cell
suspension. CA activity in the presence of inhibitor was normalized to the activity
in the absence of inhibitor. Average ± SD of four independent experiments per
cell line are shown.
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the considerable CA activity remained in HeLa CA IX KO cells, indicating activity

of other extracellular CA isoforms. In HeLa WT cells, CA activity decreased

to 30 %–40 % after the treatment with tested inhibitors. These values did not

significantly differ from CA activity of the untreated HeLa CA IX KO clones.

Thus, VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 specifically targeted CA IX, while other

extracellular CA isoforms remained unaffected.
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Figure 27: Western blot analysis of CA IX expression in a panel of expected
HeLa CA IX KO clones after exposure to hypoxia (0.2 %) for 24 h. Clones 8
and 27, marked by asterisks, were selected as HeLa CA IX KO clones 1 and 2,
respectively, and used in experiments. The growth rate of clones 8 and 27 were
similar as compared to HeLa WT cells. Actin was used as loading control.
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Figure 28: CA IX-dependent mode of action for inhibitors in hypoxic HeLa cells.
CA activity in HeLa WT and two HeLa CA IX KO clones, before (white bars) and
after addition of VR16-09, VD11-4-2, or VD12-09 (grey bars), was determined by
MS gas-analysis from the increase in the rate of log enrichment after addition of cell
suspension. CA activity in the presence of inhibitor was normalized to the activity
in the absence of inhibitor. Average ± SD of four independent experiments per cell
line are shown. Asterisks indicate significant difference between CA activity before
and after addition of inhibitor (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, n.s.: not significant).

Second, the functional activity of compounds was further confirmed by mea-

suring the rise in extracellular pH directly inside a hypoxic chamber. VR16-

09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 significantly reduced hypoxia-induced acidification

of HeLa cells in a dose-dependent manner, while the effect on cells exposed to
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normoxia was negligible (Figure 29A). This functional activity was the most pro-

nounced for VR16-09 at 50 µM, whereas VD12-09 exhibited the lowest functional

activity of tested compounds in HeLa cells. Hypoxia-induced acidosis of other
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Figure 29: (A) Changes in extracellular acidification of HeLa cells after the treat-
ment with VR16-09, VD11-4-2 or VD12-09 for 72 h under normoxia (21 % O2;
white bars) or hypoxia (0.2 % O2; grey bars). Effect of VR16-09 (B) and VD11-
4-2 (C) on the hypoxia-induced extracellular acidification of H460, MDA-MB-
231, A549, and AsPC-1 after the exposure for 72 h. Average ± SD of at least
three independent experiments is shown. Asterisks indicate significant difference
between medium pH of cells exposed to DMSO and cells treated with various
doses of inhibitor under hypoxic conditions (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001,
****p<0.0001).
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three investigated cell lines was significantly reduced by 10 µM to 50 µM VR16-09

(Figures 29B). The extracellular pH of cells, treated with DMSO and in paral-

lel with 50 µM VR16-09, was elevated from 6.97± 0.06 to 7.44± 0.06 for HeLa,

from 6.67± 0.13 to 7.19± 0.14 for H460, from pH 6.37± 0.11 to 6.83± 0.20 for

MDA-MB-231, and from pH 6.70± 0.04 to 6.79± 0.07 for A549 cells. A 4-fold

lower concentration of sodium bicarbonate in the medium was used for A549 to

determine the functional effects of the compounds due to relatively low levels of

hypoxia-induced CA IX (Figure 25A).

The inhibitor VD11-4-2 also significantly affected hypoxic acidification (Figure

29A, 29C) and the exposure of cells to 50 µM VD11-4-2, as compared with DMSO

control, caused the increase of pH from 6.97± 0.06 to 7.21± 0.05 for HeLa, from

6.67± 0.13 to 6.84± 0.14 for H460, from pH 6.37± 0.11 to 6.63± 0.07 for MDA-

MB-231, and from pH 6.70± 0.04 to 6.81± 0.03 for A549 cells.

However, acidosis of AsPC-1 cells in hypoxia increased after exposure to VR16-

09 and VD11-4-2 from 6.99± 0.07 to 6.81± 0.03 and to 6.85± 0.05, respectively

(Figure 29B, 29C). AsPC-1 cells were unique among tested human cancer cell lines

due to expression of MCT1 under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions (Figure

30A), whereas MCT4 was expressed in all tested cell lines and was up-regulated in

response to hypoxia (Figure 30B). The link between increased acidosis of AsPC-1

by inhibitors under hypoxia and the MCT1 expression is discussed in the next

chapter.
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Figure 30: Western blot analysis of MCT1 expression in A549, AsPC-1, MDA-MB-
231, H460, and HeLa cell lines after exposure to normoxia (N, 21 %) or hypoxia
(H, 0.2 %) for 72 h. Lamin A was used as loading control.

Inhibitor-induced cytotoxicity

Cytotoxicity of tested compounds was higher in normoxic than hypoxic cell mono-

layers, as determined by cell viability assay using alamarBluer after treatment for
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48 h or 72 h (Table 9). Inhibitors were less effective in reducing viability of CA IX-

expressing hypoxic cells than normoxic cells without or with significantly lower

CA IX expression.

Table 9: EC50 values for VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 evaluated by
alamarBluer cell viability assay. The HeLa, H460, A549, and MDA-MB-231
cells were exposed to the compounds under normoxia (21 % O2) or hypoxia (0.2 %
O2) for 72 h, while AsPC-1 cells - for 48 h. Results of at least three independent
repeats are shown (average ± SD).

EC50 (µM)
VR16-09 VD11-4-2 VD12-09

O2 21 % 0.2 % 21 % 0.2 % 21 % 0.2 %
HeLa 20.2± 4.3 40.8± 9.6 47.8± 9.6 92.2± 8.3 21.6± 4.1 46.9± 7.0
H460 19.3± 3.6 40.0± 9.6 21.4± 3.1 44.6± 6.4 17.8± 2.2 37.0± 7.6
A549 17.0± 1.0 76.7± 2.9 43.8± 2.5 105± 6 33.8± 2.5 98.8± 8.5

MDA-MB-231 74.2± 3.8 84.2± 4.9 52.8± 7.1 64.3± 11.5 55.4± 6.6 67.6± 7.1
AsPC-1 153± 23 160± 17 165± 6 145± 6 100± 20 83.3± 5.8

Similarly, tested compounds VR16-09 and VD12-09 were more effective in

reducing clonogenic survival in normoxic compared to hypoxic monolayer HeLa

cells after exposure for 72 h (Figure 31).
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Figure 31: Clonogenic survival of monolayer HeLa cells after the exposure to com-
pounds for 72 h under normoxia (21 % O2; �) or hypoxia (0.2 % O2; �). Surviving
fraction was normalized to vehicle control. Average ± SD of three independent
repeats is shown. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between
the surviving fractions of normoxic and hypoxic clonogenic cells after exposure to
the same dose of inhibitor (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001).

Hypoxia-dependent effect on spheroid clonogenic survival

To confirm the hypoxia-dependent efficacy of the compounds, H460 spheroids

were employed. Immunofluorescence analysis confirmed overlap between CA IX

expression and PIMO-positive hypoxia in sections of H460 spheroids grown for

11 days, whereas neither CA IX nor hypoxia were found in spheroids grown for
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7 days (Figure 32A). Therefore, non-hypoxic (grown for 4 days) and hypoxic

(grown for 11 days) H460 spheroids were exposed to VR16-09 using effective doses

based on extracellular pH assays (Figure 29A, 29B) for 24 h and afterwards plated

for clonogenic survival. In contrast to two-dimensional (2D) cell viability and

clonogenic survival assays, the impact of VR16-09 on clonogenic cell survival was

observed to be dependent on hypoxia, correlating with CA IX expression, in H460

3D spheroids (Figure 32B).
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Figure 32: The impact of VR16-09 on H460 spheroid clonogenic survival. (A)
Immunofluorescence images of H460 spheroids stained for DAPI (blue), PIMO
(green), and CA IX (red). The scale bar indicates 100µM. (B) Survival of clono-
genic cells derived from non-hypoxic (�) and hypoxic (�) H460 spheroids exposed
to VR16-09 for 24 h on day 4 or day 11, respectively. Asterisks indicate statis-
tically significant differences between the surviving fractions of clonogenic cells
derived from normoxic or hypoxic spheroids after exposure to the same dose of
inhibitor (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001).
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The first critical step toward developing novel drugs is identification of the com-

pound that induces a therapeutically relevant response by acting on the macro-

molecule, such as the enzyme, linked with the disease. Understanding the role

of enzymes in pathological states and the implementation of strategies to modu-

late their activities remains a key focus for drug discovery [1]. Despite the recent

advances in molecular sciences, the development of numerous therapeutics often

fail in clinical trials most likely due to the insufficient characterization during pre-

clinical research [343]. Thus, the wide collaboration across various disciplines is

crucial to improve the combination of biochemical, biophysical, and cell biology

assays and thus provide the deeper insight into the efficacy of drug candidates.

Human CA isoforms play important physiological functions, while the abnor-

mal levels or activities of these enzymes are associated with various diseases.

Therefore, diverse human CA isozymes have emerged as relevant targets for di-

agnostics and targeted drug delivery applications. However, the design of CA

isoform-selective compounds has been a challenging goal for many researchers

over the last several decades because of the structural homology among human

CA isoforms. The main and most investigated class of CA inhibitors is composed

of sulfonamide-based compounds. To date, there are nine clinically available sul-

fonamides targeting CAs and they are known to induce undesired side effects due

to nonspecific CA inhibition [344]. Therefore, there is a need to improve the in

vitro characterization of compounds leading to more efficient CA-targeting strate-

gies.

Different expression systems have been investigated for the production of sol-

uble and active recombinant proteins required for the in vitro analysis of protein-

inhibitor binding in the initial stages of drug discovery. Due to low cost and quick

procedure, microbial systems, such as E. coli, are a preferred choice. Mammalian

cells are competing with bacteria as a host system because bacteria lack the post-

translational modifications and often exhibit improper protein folding [345]. Such

structural differences can influence the affinity of inhibitor binding to the target

protein expressed in model systems as compared with human body. Therefore, it

is of fundamental importance to ensure the suitability of the recombinant isozyme

representing the native target of human body for in vitro approaches.
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In this study, the binding of a series of sulfonamides to three forms of CA VI

was evaluated. CA VI was obtained by three different procedures: the native

CA VI was purified from human saliva, the recombinant CA VI was expressed in

E. coli bacteria, and another recombinant CA VI was expressed in mammalian

FreeStyle 293-F suspension cells. The inhibitors bound with essentially identical

affinities to CA VI purified from three different sources, as determined by FTSA

and ITC. Therefore, the recombinant CA VI from E. coli was characterized to be

a suitable model of human native CA VI for the in vitro investigation of inhibitors

binding to CA VI by applied biophysical approaches. Moreover, the profiles of

thermal stability by FTSA showed that CA VI from bacteria was less stable than

CA VI from mammalian cells and human saliva most likely due to the absence

of glycosylation that is found in eukaryotic CA VI [72, 73]. FTSA also revealed

that the pH and buffer conditions to purify and store the recombinant CA VI

may be improved by using pH 5.0–6.0 rather than pH 7.0. It correlates with the

previous study showing the retained enzymatic activity of CA VI in the acidic

environment [85].

The importance of dissecting the linked protonation-deprotonation reactions

occurring upon compound binding to CA isoforms has been reviewed by White-

side’s group [346]. Protonation events occurring upon the inhibitor binding to the

active site of CA have been recently confirmed by neutron crystallography [347].

To generate compounds with great affinities by rational design, it is important

to distinguish the intrinsic binding thermodynamic parameters from the observed

ones by subtracting the linked protonation events occurring in conjunction with

the binding reaction between the CA and inhibitor. Here, intrinsic binding con-

stants of nonfluorinated compounds showed stronger binding than of fluorinated

benzenesulfonamides. However, the higher observed affinity of fluorinated com-

pounds than nonfluorinated ones was determined. This significant difference be-

tween intrinsic and observed parameters was caused by the fluorine effect on di-

minishing the pKa of sulfonamide group but not due to the direct recognition of

the CA VI by fluorine atoms of inhibitor. The reduced pKa of fluorinated com-

pounds resulted in the elevated observed affinity because of the increased inhibitor

fraction in the deprotonated form that can bind to CA VI containing the proto-

nated zinc-bound hydroxide ion (water molecule) in the active site. This finding

confirmed that only intrinsic parameters should be applied to analyze the inter-

action mode and correlate the binding energetics with the chemical structure for

the rational drug design.

Among fifteen human CA isoforms, CA IX is of particular interest due to its

high expression in tumors and low levels in normal tissues [99]. The relevant

association between CA IX expression and worse prognosis of patients having di-

verse cancer types has been demonstrated [112], thereby confirming the clinical
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importance of CA IX. Recently, several compounds, VD11-4-2 and VD12-09, were

designed at the Department of Biothermodynamics and Drug Design (Institute

of Biotechnology, Vilnius university) and reported as highly potent and selective

inhibitors of recombinant CA IX according to enzymatic and biophysical meth-

ods [342]. Therefore, there was a demand to further develop these compounds by

assessing their efficacy using biological assays. In this study, model systems of

zebrafish, Xenopus oocytes, and human cancer cells were involved to determine

the effects of CA IX-targeting lead compounds designed by our group.

Zebrafish has emerged as a promising vertebrate animal model for chemical

screenings [272]. Here toxic effects of three compounds on zebrafish embryonic

development were determined. Both CA IX-selective inhibitors VD11-4-2 and

VD12-09 and a non-selective CA inhibitor EZA, a commonly used drug in clin-

ics [348,349], were applied. According to LC50 values, VD11-4-2 exhibited 10-fold

lower toxicity than EZA. VD12-09 and EZA had a strong effect on the zebrafish

mortality represented by steep dose response curves (Figure 11), which can be com-

pared with ones reported in the recent investigation of the toxicity of anti-cancer

compounds in zebrafish [350]. VD11-4-2 exhibited a milder systematic impact on

the zebrafish survival as represented by the gradual dose response curve. These

results suggested that VD12-09 and EZA are more toxic than VD11-4-2 and may

exhibit lower excretion and cause severe effects on multiple organ systems.

Moreover, changes in zebrafish larvae treated with inhibitors were studied by

light-field microscopy and histological analysis. The exposure of zebrafish to

VD11-4-2 and VD12-09, using the same or lower doses as their exhibited LC50

values, did not lead to deleterious effects on the zebrafish embryonic development,

whereas EZA induced severe phenotypic defects, such as pericardial edema and

abnormal appearance of the body. Histochemical studies did not show any mor-

phological changes of zebrafish exposed to tested compounds. To summarize, both

VD11-4-2 and VD12-09 caused lower toxicity than EZA in zebrafish and therefore

were suitable for the further development.

The heterologous protein expression in Xenopus oocytes has emerged as a

promising tool in molecular and physiological research. Here the catalytic activ-

ities of diverse CA isoforms heterologously expressed in Xenopus oocytes were

evaluated in the presence of VD11-4-2 and VD12-09. Measurements of the rate

of cytosolic pH changes and the amplitude of pH changes at the outer mem-

brane surface during addition/removal of CO2/HCO–
3 revealed the best balance

of VD11-4-2 affinity and selectivity towards the heterologous CA IX in oocytes.

The IC50 values for the inhibition of both intracellular and extracellular CA IX

varied in range of 15 nM–25 nM resulting in the similar inhibition dose response

curves (Figures 18 and 22). The high affinity of VD11-4-2 against CA IX was

confirmed by MS method following the 18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2.
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Results of MS experiments demonstrated the complete block of CA IX catalytic

activity upon administration of 10 nM VD11-4-2 into lysate of CA IX-expressing

oocytes. Importantly, intracellular CA II and extracellular CA IV and CA XII

were not significantly affected by the administration of VD11-4-2 at nanomolar

concentrations (Figure 23). Therefore, this study for the first time showed the

high selectivity and nanomolar affinity of VD11-4-2 towards CA IX in a biologi-

cal model system. In addition, we indicated here the irreversibility of interaction

between VD11-4-2 and CA IX after 45 min. This result is in line with recent

investigations [351, 352], which described VD11-4-2 as a tight binder of recombi-

nant CA IX with dissociation rates too slow to be determined by surface plasmon

resonance.

The impact of VD12-09 on the catalytic activity of heterologous CA IX was

lower than VD11-4-2 in Xenopus oocytes. VD12-09 exhibited high affinity and

selectivity against intracellular CA IX as compared with negligible effects on the

intracellular CA II activity (Figure 19). However, VD12-09 did not influence the

amplitude of pH changes at the outer oocyte membrane surface. Possibly, VD12-

09 was not able to accommodate in the active site of the mature membrane-

anchored CA IX with extracellular catalytic domain. It may be caused by struc-

tural differences in intracellular and extracellular CA IX due to incomplete protein

folding and the lack of post-translation modifications in the intracellular CA IX

structure.

The concentration-dependent inhibition of intracellular and extracellular CA IX

catalytic activity in Xenopus oocytes by EZA has been recently investigated

[292]. Results demonstrated that 30 µM EZA induced slow rates of cytosolic pH

changes and small amplitudes of pH changes at the outer membrane side in CA IX-

expressing oocytes, which were analogous to the respective parameters of native

oocytes, when only the spontaneous, non-catalyzed reaction of CO2 hydration to

H+ and HCO–
3 occurred. In this study, 1 µM VD11-4-2 resulted in the complete

inhibition of CA IX catalytic activity. The amount of VD11-4-2 was 30-fold lower

than EZA, which induced the same effect using the same method. Thus, VD11-4-

2 was more potent inhibitor against CA IX than EZA according to studies using

Xenopus oocytes.

Since the compounds are expected to be membrane-permeable, it was difficult

to be certain that extracellular measurements reflect inhibition of only extracel-

lularly expressed CA IX. However, around 20 % of CA IX in oocytes is located

outside at the membrane and 80 % inside the oocyte, as previously shown [292].

Thus, the applied inhibitors would primarily inhibit an outside-located CA IX.

The characterization of compound anti-tumor properties is the essential step

during preclinical evaluation of novel anti-cancer agents. Therefore, five human

cancer cell lines were involved in this study to determine functional and anti-
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proliferative effects of the lead CA IX inhibitors. In addition to compounds VD11-

4-2 and VR12-09, the newly designed inhibitor VR16-09 was included due to the

combination of its high affinity and greater selectivity than VD11-4-2 and VD12-09

towards the recombinant CA IX.

The functional activities of three tested inhibitors to reduce hypoxia-induced

acidosis of human cancer cells was confirmed by two methods: MS following the
18O depletion of doubly labeled 13C18O2 (Figure 26) and extracellular acidification

assay of measuring pH directly inside a hypoxic chamber (Figure 29). Hypoxia-

induced extracellular acidification of human cervical (HeLa), lung (H460, A549),

and breast (MDA-MB-231) cancer cells was significantly reduced in the dose-

dependent manner with the IC50 values up to 1.29 nM, as determined for the

inhibitor VR16-09. Moreover, MS confirmed the CA IX-based mechanism of the

inhibitors in a CRISPR-Cas9-mediated HeLa CA IX KO cells (Figure 28). By

using the same 18O exchange assay, Li and colleagues previously reported Ki

value of 85.3 nM for the fluorescent sulfonamide Cpd 5c to diminish the total

extracellular CA acitivity of intact hypoxic MDA-MB-231 cells [353], while another

study revealed the significant reduction of extracellular CA activity of MDA-

MB-231 cells by 1µM AZM [354]. Furthermore, several CA IX-targeting agents,

such as fluorescent sulfonamide [128] and nitroimidazole-based inhibitors [355,

356], have been previously reported and their activities were determined by the

extracellular acidification assay. Results of this thesis showed that the investigated

inhibitors, especially VR16-09 and VD11-4-2, were more efficacious in decreasing

extracellular acidification than previously described compounds because of their

significant functionality at lower concentrations (5 µM–50 µM), emphasizing the

potential for CA IX-targeting therapy.

Interestingly, hypoxia-induced acidosis of pancreatic AsPC-1 cells increased

after exposure to VR16-09 or VD11-4-2 (Figure 29B, 29C), related to the unique

expression of MCT1 under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions in these cells

(Figure 30A). Recently, CA IX was proposed to be a “H+-distributing antenna”

for MCT1 to facilitate rapid extrusion of lactate and H+ from the cell [295].

Even though the catalytic activity of CA IX was inhibited in AsPC-1 by com-

pounds, the rise of acidification might be caused by MCT1 which was further

non-catalytically stimulated by CA IX and this interaction was enhanced by tested

inhibitors. In contrast, MCT4 was expressed in all tested cell lines and was up-

regulated in response to hypoxia (Figure 30B), in line with previously confirmed

HIF-1α-dependent mechanism of MCT4 expression in cancer cells [357].

The inhibitor-induced cytotoxicty was investigated by the alamarBluer cell vi-

ability assay and further confirmed by clonogenic cell survival assay, considered as

the gold standard because of possibility to determine both early and late impacts

of compound on cell death, such as delayed growth arrest [358]. When tradi-
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tional 2D monolayer cells were employed, all three tested inhibitors were more

effective in reducing viability and clonogenic cell survival of normoxic cells with-

out or with significantly lower CA IX expression than hypoxic CA IX-expressing

cells (Table 9). This result correlates with previously published cytotoxicity pro-

files of benzenesulfonamides, including SLC-0111 [359], sulfamate S4 [360], and

dual-target compounds bearing various CA IX-targeting moieties combined with

different anti-cancer drugs [361], which showed more effective cell kill in normoxia

than hypoxia. We hypothesize that higher cytotoxicity of inhibitors in normoxic

cells as compared with hypoxic cells could be due to the affinity of tested com-

pounds towards CA XII, expressed in all cell lines investigated here and shown

previously to be up-regulated to compensate the CA IX knockdown [126,133,135].

Thus, new cellular models with both CA IX and CA XII KOs would be crucial

to determine the link between functional activity of compounds and CA IX- or

CA XII-dependent cellular mechanisms.

To confirm the hypoxia-dependent efficacy of the compounds, 3D cell models

were involved in this study. They reflect important properties of in vivo tumors,

such as interactions between cells, oxygen gradients, and penetration of drugs,

which are absent in rapidly and uncontrollably growing 2D cells [362–364]. Ac-

cording to immunofluorescence analysis, hypoxic regions and CA IX expression

were found in sections of H460 spheroids grown for 11 days. Therefore, non-

hypoxic and hypoxic H460 spheroids grown for 4 and 11 days, respectively, were

exposed to different doses of VR16-09, which was the most effective compound

on reducing extracellular acidification under hypoxia, and thereafter plated for

evaluation by clonogenic cell survival. Different from results obtained by using

2D cells, a hypoxia-dependent effect on clonogenic survival of VR16-09 was found

in H460 spheroids (Figure 32). This finding highlights the importance of explore

CA IX-targeting compounds in 3D cell models resembling the naturally occurring

hypoxic microenvironment with clonogenic survival as endpoint.

Overall the integrative set of biophysical, biochemical, and cell biology-based

approaches is described in this thesis. Novel inhibitors of CA IX exhibited low

toxicity in zebrafish embryos/larvae, high affinity and selectivity towards het-

erologous CA IX in Xenopus oocytes, and reached CA IX-dependent nanomolar

functional effects in hypoxic human cancer cells. Therefore, these newly designed

compounds, especially VD11-4-2 and VR16-09, appear to be promising agents for

CA IX-specific therapy.

For future directions, the design of dual targeting compounds based on the

conjugation of CA IX inhibitors with various derivatives, such as nitroimidazoles,

would be worth pursuing. This strategy was previously reported to be effective

in reducing tumor growth and sensitizing only CA IX-expressing tumors to irra-

diation without systemic toxicity [356]. Moreover, combinatorial approaches of
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applying tested CA IX inhibitors with the standard treatment modalities, such as

doxorubicin, in human cancer cells may lead to the improved in vitro biological

efficacies. Prior to clinical applications, the exploration on anti-cancer activities of

CA IX-targeting compounds in vivo using tumor-bearing mice would be relevant

for further development.
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� There are no significant differences in affinities of tested sulfonamide in-

hibitor binding to recombinant and native CA VI.

� Based on the intrinsic binding parameters, compound 6b is the strongest

binder of CA VI among the tested inhibitors, while the corresponding fluori-

nated compound 3e exhibits weaker intrinsic but stronger observed affinities,

thereby emphasizing the impact of fluorine electronegativity on the lowering

of the pKa of inhibitor sulfonamide group.

� The protonation pKa values for the zinc-bound hydroxide anion of CA VI pu-

rified from bacteria E. coli RosettaTM 2 (DE3) strain, mammalian FreeStyle

293-F cells, and human saliva are 5.5, 6.0, and 6.0, respectively (37 ◦C). The

enthalpy of protonation of hydroxide bound to zinc ion in the active site of

CA VI from E. coli is equal to -29.0 kJ mol−1 at 37 ◦C.

� The compound VD11-4-2 at lower than LC50 concentrations does not lead

to deleterious effects on the zebrafish embryonic development and exhibits

IC50 of 15 nM to inhibit heterologous CA IX in Xenopus oocytes.

� Compounds VR16-09, VD11-4-2, and VD12-09 significantly reduce hypoxia-

induced extracellular acidification of HeLa, H460, MDA-MB-231, and A549

cancer cells with the IC50 values up to 1.29 nM and their action mechanism

is based on CA IX inhibition.

� Compound VR16-09 decreases the clonogenic survival of H460 cells culti-

vated under 3D conditions in hypoxia-dependent manner.
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